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ee ie Memorandum 1A ννν x4 

: Chicago (Yourfle 134-46 SubB)oare 1227-61 

. Director, FBI (Buti and Serial... eae 2601 

(Room, No. 808 RB) “ὦ 

supect: SOLO ἡ, 
IS - ¢ 

Reur airtel 4/4/61. 

LJ 1. Bufles indicate this case is delinquent. Give specific reason for delinquency. ᾿ ᾿ 

Κἴίοιωι C1 submitted . 

fy 2, Date Chreport Yat will be submitted 4, ῷ Y | 

LI 3. ifvalid reason exists for not submitting report at chis time, state reason specifically and when report 

will be submitted 

hw Hhetushu! h KX} 4. Status of investigation 

debe tha): at χοιθἠκέοῦ « +H dente, 
Gel. Sulet by 

O50 Sutep 

(Place reply bere and return 40 Bureau, Note receipt and acknowledgment on tgp serial in case jile) 

4,5, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE ; 1961 O—581887 ΟΣ χ.. 
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SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) Decenber 29, 1961 

Paw aan | EY Director, FBI (100-.:.228091) .- {7 & ῴ gee 

INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

Reurairtel dated Decexber 18, 1961, copy 
furnished New York, enclosing a book in the Russian 

ww language entitied “Soviet Union and the United States 
Must Live in Peace," by ¥. EKorianov and V. Yakolov. 

As per your requcst, enclosed is mentioned 
book so that it may be returned to CG 5824-5°, Also 
enclosed for your office and the New York Office is 
8 Summary translation of this book, A Photostat of 
the book is being retained in the files of the Bureau, 

1 = New York (106-134637) 
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- FBI ee 

Date: 12/18/61 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL; AMSD 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

Fr ~ os 

C/ soo / 
ae 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies 
and for New York one copy of a letterhead memorandum cap~ 
tioned, "Information Regarding V. Korianov, a Deputy to Boris 
Ν, Ponomarev, Head of the International Department of the 
Central Comittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.,' 
Also, enclosed herewith for the Bureau is an original copy 
of the book, in Russian, referred to in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum which is entitled >7 Soviet Union nd the 
United States Must Live in Peace... 

γχω ὝΛΚΟΓΟΥ͂. 

The information contained in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/9/61, to 
SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. ᾿ 

In regard to the enclosed book, CG 5824-5Ὲ received 
this item personally from V. KORIANOV. CG 53824-S5* has not 
read this book; however, believes that the Bureau might have 
some interest nA. Ἐν: the contents thereof. , 

[Ott fom 96GB - δα Sone ΟΝ τον 1 
(3+Bureau (πο. ἜΜ) (AMSD) “ hk 
1-New York (1095134637) (Enc. 2 at ἢ ° 
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2 ᾿: : | 

ἌΝ Gye ee τ 7 NS te | 
Ἀρριονθά Sent ee en’ Per —___ ὁ .. 

Special Agent in Charge ἢ 



CG 134-46, Sub B 

Suggestion to the Bureau 

It is suggested that the Bureau may desire to have 
a translator review the contents of the book entitled, "Soviet 
Union and the United States Lust Live in Peace” to determine 
if the contents thereof are sufficiently important to warrant 
the copying and translation thereof, 

Request of the Bureau 

The Bureau is requested, as expeditiously as possible, 
after a review of the aboye~noted book to return this item to 
the Chicago Office so that it may be made available to the 
source, 

In accordance with instructions set forth in Buairtel 
of 9/27/61 and in order to protect the identity of this highly 
placed source who is furnishing information, on a continuous 
basis, essential to the national defense interest of the U.S., 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified “for 
ΟΕ Also, in accordance with above Buairtel, this letter- 
head monorandum has been shown as having been made at Vashinston, 
yD. Cc, 

GAL] 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 

. DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE . 
TE LO-O3-201L1 . ‘ 
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te ‘7 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, DBD. C. 

December 18, 1961 

ἷ ὴ 

INFORMATION REGARDING V. KORIANOV, A DEPUTY 
TO BORIS N. PONOMAREV, HEAD OF THE INTERNA- 
TIONAL DEPARTMENT OF THE CENTRAL COLMITTER 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, advised as follows during December, 1961: 

In late November, i961, it was learned that one 
VY. Korianov had become a Deputy to Boris N. Ponomarev, 
the Head of the International Department of the Central 
Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), and 
amember of the Secretariat. This new position for Korianov 
is, in effect, a promotion for him and at the present time 
he will outrank Nikolai Vladimirovich Mostovets, the Head 
of the North and South American Section of the International 
Department, Central Committee, CPSU. Korianov's duties now 
will place on him the responsibility for the concentration 
of work in connection with the United States and Latin America. 

Within the past few months, Korianov, in conjunction 
with an individual identified as V. Yakolov, has prepared a 
new book entitled, "Soviet Union and the United States Must 
Live in Peace” which is now in circulation in the Soviet 
Union, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. {τ is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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CLASSTRICaATEON ANTHORITY DRBIVED FROM: 

ROUTORATIC 
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1 = Mel’ Belmont FR. 
1°- Mrs: Sdifivan ares 
l ~ Mr. Evans ; 

1. ~ Mr. Baumgardner 
Ll ~ Mr. Donahoe 
1 - Liaison December 25 1951 

BY LIAISON ’ 

De aa 

per Co oy Ἵ 

Ν᾿ ee reise A τὰ, 
Honorable Ἐν Senneth οἷον 691} a sy 
Special dewiatant to tha - revident Ne 
The White Rouse “Tl : | 

My dear Mr. O'Donnell: i = > 

Metevial contaived in the eselesed meno~ 3 ων 
yandum was supplied by πὶ :ource whe has furnished £m 

raijiable iafopmation in the past. hia saterisl ‘ 
ralates to ommeents made Ly Luis Carles Prostes, 
General Secretary, Comnun:.at Yarty of Braxiil, while 
in Moscow, Buesia, in November, 1961. These remarks 
pertain te the political ind economle oomditions in 
Brazil today. 

tecaune of the vensitive nature of our 
source, thie communication snd its emcleaure are 
classitied “Tep-Beeret,’ Secoretary of Btate Dean 
Rusk and ether interested agencies have been 
advised. 

sincerely yours, 

) 

ΠΕΡ. 8 LE ὦ - foe [ 

hd ed - | ν 

FVF:kmo “ΠῚ CAs | 
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\ 
Enclosuxyve 

100~428091 
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Ronorable ©. Kenneth O'Donnel 

KOTE ON YELLOW: 

Classified ΠΡ Seemet' because unauthorized 
disclosure of this inférmation could reveal the identity 
of the souree, who ia of c:mtinuing value, and such 
revelation eould result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation. Source is UG 5824-8*, See memorandus 
Bauagardner te Sullivan dated 12/28/61 captioned "Solo, 
Toternal Security -- Communist,” SFP:bee. 
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pol ~ Decenbex 39, 1961 
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Honorable John A. MoCone by \ Ὁ OQ a 

Director rey «Τῷ 7 ἴα 
Central Intelligence Agency . ΕἸ 

Atministration Building we Ν 

2430 Καὶ Street, Κ. ¥. 2. Σ 
Wanhington, Ὁ, ἃ, ες κι} τς bet & 

2 x 
My dear Mx. KoCone: 7 oS & 

Matexial dontained in the enclosed mosoran~ 
dum wan supplied by & source who has furnished reliabie 
information in the past. Thie material relates to an 

appeal by the Socialiat Unity Party of Germany (30Ρ0) 
to the Communist Ferty, USA, for cooperation in connec~ 

tion with SUPG’s propagands work and attacks directed 
ayainst American troops utationed in Germany. ἡ Professor 
Worden, who ouce lived in exile in the United States, is 
currently conducting propaganda work in the @exaan Deno~ 

erati¢ Republic as it relates to the United States. 

Recauss of the sensitive nature ef our source, | “! 
we heave classified this comaunication and ite enclosure 
—Nor-feevets This information is being furaished to 
other interested officials of the Government . 

Sincerely yours, 

‘ paeeees 

| \ BE 
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Honorable John A. NcCone 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

Claswified "T6p SpeeGk" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this infofruat:.on could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of cortinuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation. Information furnished by CG 5824-5*, 
ax set forth in enclosure to Chicago airtel 12/26/61. 
See memorandum Baungardner to Sullivan 12/26/61 captioned 
"Solo, Internal Security ~ Communist," FFF: kmo. 
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1. = Mr, Belmont 
1 =- Mr. Sullivan 
1 = Mr. Baumgardner 
1 - Mr. Donahoe 
1 ~ Liaison 

' l= Mr. Fox 

2 | 

My ; 

eS a 2 8 
meen S τῷ Honorable Joku A. McCoue oy ὦ 

Director ΝΣ ἄν ον 
Central Intelligence Azgenc; Ms | 
Adaininatration Building μιξΞ “ἡ 
2430 Ἐ Street, BF. Ἔ, = Ἔ 
Washington, D. &. περ κι 8 οὗ 

My dear Br. πούσαοσ; mee 

Material contained in the enclosed neno- 
randun was supplied by καὶ scurce who has furnished 
reliable information in the past. This material 
relates to cements made by Luis Carlos Prestes, 
General Seeretary, Communist Party of Brazil, while 
in Moscow, Euasia, in Novenber, 1961. These romarks 
pertain te the political ard econoaic senditicns in 
Brezil today. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our 
nource, this communication and ita encle@ure are 
clagaified “fnp-feeret.” This information is 4150 
being furnished to other irterested officials of 
the Governaent. 

Rinecearely yours, 

I" γ wv 

Enclosure ioe. 
Tolson ——_—.. ; en - 

Ὥς Ο100-428091 of 7 £7 

DeL-oach SEE NOTH ONi YELLOW PAGE TWO πὶ ~ | ᾿, 
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Honorabie John A. McCone 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

Classified "top ρῶν τη because unauthorized 
disciosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who i of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation. Source is 0G 5824-S*, See memorandum 
Baumgardner to Sullivan dated 12/29/61 captioned "Solo, 
Internal Security - Communist," SFP:bge. 
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-~ Mr. Sullivan 

- Mr. Evans 
~ Mr. Baumgardner 
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feet feel Feet fed et Pe με 

Honorable Ὁ, Kenneth O'Donnel: | 
Special Assistant to the President, —/ | 
The White House "πα 
Washington, 0. ¢. — 

My dear Mr. Οἱ Donnell: 

Material contatued ia the enclosed menoren~ 
dun was supplied by αὶ source who has furnished reliable 
information in the past. This material relates to an 
appeal by the Soolaliat Unity Party of Germany (SUG) 
to the Communiat Party, USA, for cooperation in connec 
tion with SUIME's propaganda work and ettacke directed 
ageinat American troops atatiosed in Germany, A Profesor 
Rorden, who once lived in exiles in the United States, in 

183: 

ne 

θυ 9ΝΠΟν38:- 0,930 

. currently conducting propagands work in the German Dewo-- 
cratic Republic aw it relates co the United States, 

Hecause of the #ensitive rature of our source, 
ve have clasweified this communication and its enclonure 
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interested agencies have hewn advised. 

tincerely yours, 
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Honorable Ὁ. Kenneth O'Donne!.1 

MOTE ON YELLOW: 

Clansified * Soeret'' because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information cduld reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and #uch 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation. Information furnished by CG 5824~S* as 
set forth in enclosure to Chicago airtel 12/26/61. See 
memorandum Baumgardner to Suliivan 12/29/61 captioned 
“Solo, Internal Security « Communist," FFFskmo. 
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o* Decenbexr 28, 3961 
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Lieutenant General δονορ Ἐς Carrol wo 2 Nd 
Director x ἃ 
Defeuse Intelligence Agency mio 3 
The Pentagon o = 
Washington 25, Ὁ. ¢. Φ Ὁ 

Deax Ganoral: 

Material contained in the enclosed momoran- 
dum wad supplied by ἃ wource who has furnished reliabia 
information in the puat. This naterial relates to an 
appeal by the Socialist Unit; Party of Germany (50?G) 
to the Communiat Party, UNA, for cooperation in connec- 
tion with SUPG's propaganda work and attacks diracted 
against Anerican trogpa stationed in Germany. A Professor 
Morden, who once liyed in axile in the United States, is 
currently conducting propagerde work in the German Deno«- 
cratic Republic as it releter te the United States. 

Because of the sensitive nature of οὐχ source, 
wa have clasuified this communication and ita anclonure 

This infornation is being furnished to 
other ioteranted officiaia of the Goverment. 

Sincerely yours, 

Je Dg ee arse 
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ce tee sO per 

Lieutenant General Joseth ®. Carroll 

NOTE OR YELLOW: 

Classified “Pép Sdpdat" because unauthorized 
disclosur2 of this ormatian could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation. Information furnished by CG 5824-S* ag 
fet forth in enclosure to Chicago airtel 12/26/61. See 
memorandum Baungardner to Sullivan 12/29/61 captioned 
"Solo, Internal Security - Communist," FFF:kmo, 



SRCLASGIPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FERGHM: 

FEL AUTOMATIC DECLASEIFICATION COUIDE 
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December 29, 1961 

SOCIALIST UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY 

Members of the fraternal delegation from the 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) appealed to the 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA}, delegation attending the 22nd 
Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union held 4n 
Moscow, Russia, during October, 1961, for cooperation in 
connection with SUPG's praparanda work and attacks direated 
Goeaans American troops located in West Berlin and in all of 

Kurt Hager, a secretary of the Central Comaittee 
of the SUPG and an assietant to ¥alter Wlbricht, Firat Sec- 
retary of the SUPG, remarked to the CPUSA delegation that αὶ 
Professor Norden, who once lived in exile in the Unitad States, 
ἊΝ ἃ menbor of the Politbure of the SUPG and is now awong ἃ 
handful of top SUPG leaders tn tie German Democratic Republic, 
According to Hager, Professor Norden is currently coordinating 
propaganda work in the German Deaocratéc Republic as it relates 
to the United States, 

Tt was learned that Ge-hart Eisier, former Comint 
representative in the United States who now plays a prominent. 
vole in propaganda work against this country, was the chief 
speaker at a raily in East Bexvlin on November 21, 1962. At 
this rally, Eleler gave ful] support to the position of the 
δες ἐν she eee οἱ the CEUSA and, at the sane tine, 

8 nite ates bitterly for its impert ἮΝ role in worid affirs, ; periaiiatic hi / lat 

NOTE ON YELLOW: Classified "Pfprscoret because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information’¢ould reveal the identity of the 
source, who is of continuing value, and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave danger to the Nation. Source is 

be CG 5824-S*, Information contained in enclosure to Chicago airtel 
κῆρι 12/26/61 captioned "Solo, IS - C." This information is being 
islnont disseminated to the Honorable P. Kenneth O'Donnell, Special 
Mcbr ——___Assistant to the President; the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary 
iat Of State; the Honorable John A. McCone, Director, Central Intel- 
DeLocch___—_—_Ligence Agency; the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General; 
Wl ind Lieutenant General Joseph F. Carroll, Director, Defense 
Rocen_—_-—_Intelligence Agency. See memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan 
Twel dated 12/29/61 and Prices Ea ae 

. Trotte ___gaptioned "Solo - +e ik } 7 } 

Tele, Reom —Enternal Security - Communist." “; an Pe ). A 
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- Mr. Donahoe 
~ Liaison 
- Mr. Gurley 

Dusenber δα, 1961 

RY LYATION 

bet fad Ft et pt μα με 

t ms Fy * 

Honorable John A. MoCoxe 
Director 
Central Inteliigence Agency 
Aduwinistration Building me Ὡς 
2430 Ἐ Street, a. ¥. ἊΝ a . Ν 

Washington, dD, τ, f ᾿ 

My dear Mr. MeCone: aes 

A sources who has furnished reliakle Infor— 
ustion in the past recently furnished the following 
information. 

tu December, 1961, in Caschowlovakix, repre~ 
sentatives of the Central Committe, Comuniat Party 
of Cxechomlovakis, stated that this Comittee currently 
hae under canusideration « plan. for the openiag of αὶ 
hew university in Cxechoslovalia for fereign students. 
The new walversity would function in the same way ἈΝ 
the Patrice Lamusbs Friendahiy of the Feoples University 
in Momsow, Kuamia, but it will not be rewtricted to 
Negra students, At the present time, it ie econten- -" _ plated that the wtudent body πὲ this new university lj ̓ 
Will initially συρνε of 400 students. 

af ox μούχοα, Because of the sensitive nature 
we have classified this oomeunioation 
This information is being furnished to other interssted | officials of the Government. ΟΣ {1 

hae ~ gn fhe! ano ee a! 

100~428091 Mingerely yout” “9 ΜΝ 
τὸ «ἈΠ ἢ. 1.32 NOTE ON YELLOW: Classified "gp SeSeetT because’ unauthorized 

sclosure o is information could reveal the identity ef 
the source, who is‘ of. continuing value, and such revelation | ΤῊΝ 
could result in exceptionally grave danger to the Nation. , 
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Honorable Dean Rusk oz, > 
The Secretary of State z § 
Washington, Ὁ, ὥς Re -Ὁ 

| a = 
My dear Mr. Rusk: Ξ 2 

Material contaired In the enclosed meno- 
va randum was supplied by a <surce who has furnished 

i fp reliable information in tie oast. This material 
Too, relates to comments made τὸν Luia Carlos Prestes, 

{ ro General Secretary, Comomist Party of Brazil, while 
ite. | in Moscow, Rugeia, in Hovenber, 1961. These rewarka 
Poo pertain to the politica’ ἢ χα deonomic conditions in 

Because of tha sssitive nature of our 
source, this communication and its enclosure are . 
Classified 'TopeGecret." Chia information 16 also 
being furnished to other irterested officials of 
the Govarnument. 

Sincerely yours, 
7 hare Caen " ' "ἪΝ Ὶ ᾿ LY} - 7 ie | UE πολι 2 Glee {70 
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Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

Classified wie Seeeel because unauthorized 
disclosure of this inforwa?ion could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation, Source is (G 5824-8*. See memorandum 
Bavuagardner to Sullivan dated 12/29/61 captioned “Selo, 
Intexnal Security - Communist," ΒΡ Ὅρα, 
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Transmit the following in 
{Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

ee ..........,...........................--.-. Le 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 1. | 

sussect:( ©-soL0.> oo ee ~ 
+. is -α “YH 
oy 

at 
; τ’ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 7 copies 
ie and for the New York Office 1 copy of a letterhead memorandum 

captioned "REACTION OF CERTAIN COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, OFFICIALS 
ΠῸ THE INTERVIEW OF PRESIDENT JON F, KENNEDY WITH ALEKSEI 

ι 4 το τ ADZHUBEL,.. EDITOR. OF IZVESTIA", AMS te Luise. 

Information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was furnished on 12/7 and 9/61, to SA RICHARD W, 
HANSEN, by CG 5824-S*, 

In accordance with instructions set forth in 
Bureau airtel of 9/27/61, and in order to protect the identity 
of this highly placed source who is furnishing information 
on ἃ continuing basis in connection with the national defense 
interests of the United States, this letterhead memorandun 
has been classified ΠΕΡ ΡΣ πρυκοξ κι Also in accordance with nan 
Bureau airtel of 9/27/61, the enclosed letterhead memorandum 
has been shown as being made at Vashington, Ὁ, Ὁ, 
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PEAS SEPTIC TION AUTHORITY DHRIYED FRU: ee 

ADTOMAT © DECLASSIPICATION GOITRE 

STE 10-03-2011 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ΄ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. Ὁ, 
File No, 

December 15, 1961 ΣΝ 
ra 

po leode 

of sox 
REACTION OF CERTAIN COMMUNIST PARTY, 
SOVIET UNION, OFFICIALS TO THE INTERVIEW 
OF PRESIDENT JOHN τὸ, KENNEDY WITH ALEKSEI 
ADZHUBET, EDITOR OF TAVESTIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past and who is in a position to know, during December, 
1961, furnished the following information: 

In late November, 1961, there were discussions held 
with individuals connected with the International Department of the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) 
in Moscow, Russia, in connection with the recent exclusive interview 
by Aleksei Adzhubei, Editor of "Izvestia," the official organ of 
the Soviet of the Workers and haborers of the Soviet Union, held with 
President John F, Kennedy. Among the individuals who participated 
in such discussions were Boris RESPonomarev, the Head of the Inter- 
national Department and a Secretary of the Central Committee of the 
CPSU; V.tdéorianov, a Deputy to Ponomarev in the International Depart- 
ment; Nikolai Vladimirovick“iostovets, the Head of the North and 
South American Section of the International Department, and Mostovets' 
assistant, Aleksei AndreevichGrechukhin, 

All of these named representatives of the Interna- 
tional Department expressed somehope in regard to the international 
situation based on Adzghubei's exclusive interview reported in 
"Iazvestia."” Some read into the interview prospects for negotiation 
on the German question, 
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REACTION OF CERTAIN COMMUNIST 
PARTY, SOVIET UNION, OFFICIALS 
TO THE INTERVIEW OF PRESIDENT 
JOHN Ἐν, KENNEDY WITH ALEKSETL 
ADZHUBEI, EDITOR OF IZVESTIA 

The particular statement of President Kennedy 
contained in this exclusive interview which these individuals 
felt was most encouraging was the one to the effect that nuclear 
weapons would not be placed in the hands of the German militarists. 

Nikolai Vladimirovich Mostovets, on one specific 
occasion, noted that based on his reading of the “Izvestia” 
article and other newspaper articles relating to President 
Kennedy, plus stories he had heard regarding the meeting of 
Nikita S. Khrushchev, First Secretary of the CPSU, held this 
year in Austria, he felt President Kennedy must be a “tough 
and not dumb guy”, 

Based on discussions over a period of several months 
with numbers of persons representing positions of leadership 
in the CPSU as well as with persons representing the Soviet—bloc 
countries, it appeared obvious that the people of Europe are 
Sincerely fearful of the resurgence of German militarization, 
The opinion, therefore, can only be drawn that the present 
position of the Soviet Union in regard to the settlement of 
the German question is not being put forth as a tactic, 
This would explain the hopes and encouragements that were 
expressed concerning those portions of the President Kennedy 
interview which related to Germany. 

The interview with President Kennedy by a representative 
of the Soviet press was extremely important, though perhaps its 
effect on the Russian people was over-played in the Western 
press. Yet, for the first time there appeared in the official 



REACTION OF CERTAIN COMMUNIST 
PARTY, SOVIET UNION, OFFICIALS 
TO THE INTERVIEW OF PRESIDENT 
JOON F, KENNEDY WITH ALEKSEI 
ADZHUBET, EDITOR OF I[ZVESTIA 

press of the Soviet Union, a front page lead article which 
contained a message from the President of the United States 
uncensored and available to the Soviet people, 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed cutside your agency. 
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CATION GULDE 

“ 1"- Mr. Belmont 
1... Mr. Sullivan 
1. - Mr. Baumgardner 
1 - Mr. Donahoe 
1 —- Mail Room 

£00«428091 1 - Liaison 
i - Mr. Fox 

Date: January 2, 1962 

‘To: Office of Security _ 
Departuent of State ae 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director NN 

Subject: 

1961. 

The @2nd Congrese of the Communist Party (CP} of 
the Soviet Union was held in Moscow, Russia, in October, 

During thia Congress, κα number of CP delegations 
from Latin-American countries distributed documents to 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY + C 

other fraternal delegations in attendance at the Congress. 
Among the documents distributed, and which have been trans- 
lated into the English language, are the following: 

Conrad — 0.00 

DeLoach 
Evans 

Sullivan 

(1) 

at 

ca 

(8) 
- gation of the CP of (12 Saiyador relating 

(4) 

(5) 

Document prepared by the fraternal dele- 
gation of the CE of “eru relating to the 
Caaprign to free Rau! Acorta Salas, Secre- 

, tary General, ΟΣ of ‘eru. 

Greeting prepared by the fraternal dele~ 
gation of the CE of iirazil to the 22nd 
Congress. 

Document prepared by the fraternal dele~ 

ne we! 

to the internal situation of that country. ; pp whe 
REC 45 er ον 770} 

invitation to troteriel communist parties 
to send delegati ἢ τὸ the 40th anniversary 
celebration of ὑεῖς σμ γώ leh Ghile in January, 
4962. he i TF 

Agenda of the at one dinary Congress 
of the CR of ofttatanien 74 in March, is ona. 

SEE NOTE ON YELLOW PAGE TWO Malone : 
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Office of Security 
Department of State 

A Photoatat of each of the documents is enclosed 

with this coumumication. This aaterial wae furnished by 

sources which have furnished reliable information In the 

pest. Because of the sensitive nature of ouxy sources, Wo 

have claseified this comaunication and its enclosures USSerek 

Eaclosures (Ὁ. 

L~ Director | 
Central Intelligence Agency (Enclosures 5) 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

ἡ ὦ Divector of Naval Intelligence (inclosures 5) 

1 » Office of Special Investigations (Enclosures 5) 

Air Force 

Attention: Chief, Counterintelligence Division 

1 =» Assiatent Chief of Stafi for Intelligence (Enclosures 5} 

Departwent of the Army 

Attention: Chief, Security dvision 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 
Classified "SpesGt' because unauthorized disclosure 

of this material could reveal our source, which would result 
in serious damage to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-S5* and 
material is contained in enclosures to five Chicago sirteis, 
all dated 12/27/61 and captioned “Solo, Internal Security - σι" 
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Mr, Belmont 
Mr. Sullivan 
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Honorable Dean Rusk “Bel: ; ΞΕ 8 Dean . π΄ 
The Secratary of we el Q (6 Θ = 
Washington, Ὁ. Ο. τὰ e x a 

yi 
My dear Mr. Rusk; 

A source who hag furnished reliable infor~ 
mation in the past recently furnoisked the following 
doformation. 

In December, 1961, in Czechoslovakia, repre< 
sentatives of the Central Committee, Coumuniat Party 
of Czechoslovakia, stated that this Comaittee currently 
has under consideration 5 plan for the opening of a 
new university in Ceechesiovakis for foreign Students. 
The new university would function in the same way as 
the Patrice Lumumba Friendship of the Peoples University 
in Hopcow, Russia, but 4¢ will not be restricted to 
Regro etudents. At the present tine, it is conten- 
Plated that the student bady at this new university a 
Will initially congist of 460 students. i 

Because of the sensitive natuge,of our source, 
we have classified this communication re wet.” 
Thies information is being furnished to other interested 
officials of the Government. 
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Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE ΟΝ YELLOW: 

Classified " Searet™ because unauthorized 
disclosure of this inférmation could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation, Information furnished by CG 5924-5 as 
set forth in Chicage airtel. 
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Memoranaumn 

το ~=6 «DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 12/22/61 ATT.: FBI LABORATORY 
αἰ od 

je FROM : 
ἐ 

ἰ 
ἢ SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

: 
(ὦ 

SUBJECT: ~ SOLO” 
ae Is-C ᾿ Ζ (00: CHICAGO) a, 

| 2 Ζ ReNYairtel 12/23/61, reflecting VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY ( ἦν 4 stated on 12/19/61 that he would furnish secret writing ~ 7 material to NY 694.8* for transmittal to CG 5824_S*, 

. Attached may be found a package containing a pad of paper. It is understood fron communications received frem the Chicago Office, based on information received from OG 5824.8*, that pages 3, 4 and 5, Starting from the back are chemically treated for secret writing. This material is boing transmitted to the Bureau for appropriate analysis. After completion, it is requested that τῷ be forwarded to the Ν Shicago Division for transmittal to CG 582l-s*-. 
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ἘΡ.8386 (Rev. 12-19-56) 

FBI 

Date: 12/28/61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code} 

Via ___ AIRTEL REGISTERED L 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) l 

--.-................ὄ................................... ι......- 

κα} POs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-423091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: SOLO 
is-c 

ReBu airtel to Chicago and NY, 12/22/61. 

Forwarded herewith for the Chicago Office is 
a photograph of PAVEL PAVLOVICH LUKIANOV for display to 
CG 5824.S* in an effort to identity PAUL or PETER, 

"" ἰδὲ ἔνε ᾿ ' 

ἡ 3 ~ Bureau (100-428091) (ἘΜ) REC-71 a ee [oo / ble 
2. Chicago (134-46 Sub B) (Encl. 1) (RM mS Bw 
L = ΝΥ 105-3750 (PAVEL PAVLOVICH LUKIANOV) (343) - το mente erence 
L « N¥ 100-134637 (41) 

ῷ DES Sy rat 

WGC: mm. 
(8) Se ---. 

p 
Approved; & sent —____..._____ M 

6 5 J A | { Ἷ {sp¥ecial Agent in Charge 
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Date: 12/27/61 mK 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) . 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL: AMSD | 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

| FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 
H _ 

Ἶ 

Coto 
“IS - Cc 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for New York one copy of an informant's statement captioned, 
"Miscellaneous Information Concerning Alfred K. and Martha Dodd 
Stern, Former Americans Now Residing in Prague, Czechoslovakia.” θὲ 

Ib? 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished on 12/6,8,9, and 20/61 by CG 5824-8* to 
PA RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

yak PRL GALE 
gre 

(3\-Bureau (Bp, 3) (RM) (AMSD) | nell 
I-New York (1)0-434637) (Enc. 1)(Info)(RM)(AMSD) ἜΚ : 
1-Chicago “YP 

* 
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G5 JAN 1 Ὁ 10 ξρμβειαι Ascent in Charge 



MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING ALFRED 
K. ASD MARTHA DODD STERN, FORMER AMERICANS 
WOW RESIDING ΤῈ PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

᾿ 7 ᾿ fo : {. “ fi ̓ 

During the course of personal discussions and 
private meetings carried on with Alfred J. and Martha Dodd 

* Stern in Prague, Czechoslovakia, at various periods in 
Getaber, November, and December, 1961, the following was 
Garnag; 

The Sterns presently live in a large home located 
in a Prague suburb and they, together with their child, 
occupy the entire first floor space of this residence. They 
have a full-time maid and full-tine traneslator assigned toa 
them; however, the services of these individuals are paid 
for personally by them and paid for in American dollars. 

Presently, Martha Oodd Stern is engaged in pre~ 
paring a new volume of writings based on information from 
the diary of her father, the former United States Ambassador 
to Germany duying the 1930's. She is seeking to secure some 
prominent American to prepare an introduction to this new 
book which will relate the book’s contents to the resurgence 
of the new Germany and focus attention on German militarization. 

Alfred Ἐς Stern, although suffering a heart attack 
in early October, 1961, is #411) working for the Czechoslovak 
State Building Trust Organization. In regard to his work here, 
Stern noted that officials of the Central Committee, Comaunist 
Party of Czechoslovakia (CPCZ) are now beginning to pay mors 
attention to what he is doing. 

In Late November, 1961, a (firat nane unknown) 
C___ (phonetic) and another individual, both of whom 
are members of the Central Committee, made personal and social 
visits to hig home and have been cultivating hie friendship. 
However, Stern indicated that he is “fed up" with the type 
of work he is doing and that when he finishes his current job 
in December, 1961, he will start writing and doing research 
in regard to his specialty, prefab construction. 
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The Sterns noted that they had many friends among 
the Cubans and that many important Cuban leaders stop over 
iu Prague to visit at their howz. The Cuban Ambassador to 
Czechoslovakia ie a frequent house guest. In November, Blas 
Roca, General Secretary of the Peoples Socialist Party of 
Cuba, and Carlos Rodriguez, both membera of the fraternal 
delegation of the Peoples Socialist Party of Cuba to the 
Twenty+8econd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union, visited at the Stern home enroute hack to Cuba. 

Because of thair contacts in Cuba and relationship 
with leading Cuban Government and Peoples Socialist Party 
officials, the Sterna would like to take a trip to Cuba for 
a vacation. They indicated thet the trip to Cuba would be 
only for the purpose of taking a look at the new Cuban state 
and would only be a atay of a couple of months. Both of the 
nterns realize that the situation in Cuba is unstable; however, 
they feel they aro stifled and aemmed in in Czechoslovakia 
and believe that a Cuban trip would be good for them, 

In November, 1961, Nixolai Viadimirovich Mostovets, 
the Head of the North and South American Section, International 
Department, Central Committee, Vomaunist Party of the Soviet, 
Wnion, and his assistant, Aleksal Andreevich Grechukbin, ag 
wall as representatives of the security Division, Intelligence 
Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union, informed a representative of the Communist Party, USA, 
who waa then in Mogcow, that the Ruagsians did not want the 
Sterns to travel to Cubs as tues felt they would be endangering 
themselves by such travel, Taey were ail of the opinion that 
United States intelligence in Cuba was wtill strong and that 
although Cuba might boast that they could give security to 
such people, it is obvious that they can not do so even when 
thelr own people are involved, A visit by people such as the 
Sterns to Cuba would require around-the-clock security precaution 
by the Cuban Government. The Stoxvus' presence in Cuba would 
subject them to possible kidnaping or even to the possibility 
of their being shot down by United States intelligence agents, 

The information regarding the couments noted abova 
by the Soviet representatives in November, 1961, was not made 
ryt to the Sterns during visits with them in early December, 
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SAC, Chicago (1i4-<6 Sub B) Decenber 29, 1961 

1 - Hr. Baumgardner 
1 ~ Mr, Branigan 
1-Mr. L'Allier 
1 - Hr, Gurley 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 
- 

SOLU 
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ReCGairtel 12-21-61 which pointed out the debriefing 
of informant is nearing coxpletion and that there is tore 
material coming to informait :‘rom sources abroad which may 
result in informant's recollection of additional pertineat 
information, 

| Tt was stated ia reairtel that informant said that 
in early Jctober, 1961, ue Lac several meetings with "security 
peo le" believed to be froti tiie Security Department, Intelligence 
Division of tle Central Conmiitee, Communist Party of tie Soviet 
Union (CPSU). Ciiicago determine from informant whetlier or not 
tuese Meetings were the meetings informant had with individuals 
introduced to lim as Peter and Paul, whose last aames are 
unknown to informant, If not, obtain details of the meetings 
aml tue individuals involved, 

informant also attended the 22nd (ἢ ΕΝ 
of the CPSU. gant |e information submitted byf Δ 
is tue following oa which CG 5324-S* Las not touched: 

b7D 

ας 40 information was made available concerning tie 
nilitary situation in Russia, although it is known that 
Sovict subtiarines are seat 01, special missions througiout 
tie world carrying rockets, 

᾿ Tt was rumored anong tLe communists that the USSR 
ins deposits of bombs in whe Arctic and Siberian regious 
surficient to destroy tke United States, but no one was 
able to coufimt these rumors, , _ Yoo Ty g 

ὃ ee Ye . tie 2 
Periodically, if the Srincipal Russian cities, 

air defense tests are Leld in wick antiaircraft defeise 
and [lig airplanes participate, 

ἦι 
πρετννανναίς φυλιννιυαίαανι εὐ ᾿ ᾿ 

1902 Reportedly, in isolated argasWe Mongolia and 
Georgia, tests are lield witi uided missiles , dong-raure 
rockets, but tle resulis are cept geweeet. ΤῈ is also re- 
ported that experiments witi .ew reckets and projectiles 
are held in the regions of the creat lak 
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Levter ip Chicago 
RE: SOLO 
100428091 

‘tLe Soviet press piblishes glowing reports 
assuring the people tliat te USSK possesses aa 
affective defense apalust ony atomic acgression and 
that each blow will be ans.ered immediately ten tines 
over, 

Reportedly, thatks to the aid of Soviet 
scientists, Communist Cline already has atomic energy 
plants. that are used for industrial purposes, It is 
said that these plants may be converted to the production 
of atomic bombs. 1 is also claimed thet the Soviet 
technicians are supervising these installations and 
furnish all the necessary assistance. 

The USSR, prior to che friction with China 
during the Congress, was furnishing all possible aid 
to Clina for the utilization of atomic energy, It is 
hot known whether any reprisals will be taken against 
chine as a result of the Chinese action during the 
VOngress, 

Ti is desired tiiet CG 5824-5" be contacted concerning 
the above matters for any information he may have in this | 
repard, Uxtreme caution should be used in the manner in which 
informant is questioned so that le will not be aware that 
another source also attended tis Congress, 

Buairtel to Chicago dated 9-27-61 set forth matters 
of a general nature about whic. the informant sliould be briefed 
and about which he should be alert. Chicago airtels lave made 
no mention of certain targets set forth in the above-mentioned 
Buairtel and informant should ve specifically questioned 
concerning each on which no information has been submitted by 
him, They include targets number 2, 3, 4, 7, 10 and 1}, If 
informant developed no information or received no information 
concerning these targets, sv state, 

Chicago airtel 12-21-61 revealed that informant 
advised Gus Hall of the receipt of $100 from Americans in| 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, who desired that the money be applied 
as dues payments in order that their Communist Party status 
could remain current, Uall said that he would see that the 
proper record was wade of these dues payments, Determine 
from informant if he knows wiat type of record was made of 
the payments. 

want ee 



Letter to Chicago 
EY 90. 
100428091 

Chicago airtel dated 11-27-61 advised that a fetter 
had been received from inforant through a mail drop maintained 

for informant in Chicago and that this letter was postmarked 
in Lonion, England, 11-22-G1, ‘The identity of the person 

mailing this communication was unknown to iticago, Inforpant 
sliould be questioned concerning the identity of this individual 
and tle circumstances surrounding the use of this individual 
by informant. 

Chicago aiztel of 11-27-61 also pointed out that 
Yenry Winston, Vice~Chairman of the Communist Party, wuo is 

still in Russia, needed soneone from the United States to 
care_for ἡ n Russia and that Winston indicated he desired 

one of Prompt Press. Informant should be questioned 
as to Whether or not he discussed this er with Gus 881 
axl the decision as to whether or ποὺ Will go to Europe —v« 

3 oses, In vhis co ion, it is noted that bc 
New York file 100-109247, is on the Security 

phe tine lie was reported to be the liaison between 
— noted Negro sinver, and the Communist Par j 
New York showld remain alert :/or any information thet Will 
Eo τὸ Russia to care for Winson, Efforts should be made by 
ew York to determine this iniormation. 

Chicago alirtwi i-21-61 pointed out that when 
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn was in the Soviet Union to attend the 

22nd Congress, she wrote a aunber of articles and appeared of 

radio and television. She received royalties for her writings; 
and, when she left the Sovict Union, the Soviets indicated that 
the articles written by lier would continue to be published and 
she would be entitled to certain royalties therefrom, It was 
also stated that arrangements were made by the Soviets se 
that such reyalties could be paid privately and directly to Ler 
in the United States. Chicago should question informant concerning 
this to determine specifically what arrangements were made by 
the Soviet Union to effecx these payments, If informant does not 
know the manner in which these payments will be made, the 
New York Office should attempt to determine this information, 

Information submitted by informant in Chicago airtels 
of 1218-61 and 12-19-61 indicates Abe Chapman, his wife and 
children are desirous of obtaining their United States birth 
certificates and have made xequests for them. Chicago siiuld 



¥ ἶ 

Letter τὸ Chicayzo 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

question informant as to the reason for these requests, Attempt 
to determine by your questio.is whether or not there is any 
espionage significance to such request. 

_ In addition, iafermant should be questioned — 
concerning the following: 

1, When did tic Cuban delegation to the 22nd 
Congress depart Europe for Cuba? 

2. Was any information developed indicating 
that Fidel Castro intends to step aside as Prime Minister 
of Cuba in favor of Blas Roca 

3. Was any information developed that tie 
Russians are disenchanted wit.: Fidel Castro and desire 
that he be replaced? 

These matters must ve handled promptly. 



December 21, 1961 

Airtel 

Ta: SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 

iY“ From: Director, FBI (100~428091) 

\ soto 
INTERNAL SECURITY . ὦ 

Re Chicago airtel 12/18/61 with attached letter- 
head memorandum entitled "Information Regarding Y. 
Korianoy, A Deputy ta Boris N. Ponomarey, Head of the 
International Department of the Central Committee of 
the Communiat Party of the Soviet Union." 

Referenced memorandum revealed that Korianov 
is now a deputy to Boris N. Ponomarev, Head of the Inter-~ 
nationa] Departuent of the Central Committee, Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union. It was stated that Korianov's 
duties will now place on him the responsibility for the 
concentration of work in connection with the United States 
and Latin America. 

Informant should be reinterviewed concerning this 
matter to determine the meaning and effect of the terminology — 
"concentration" in connection with his assignment to deter- 
mine whether or not this is an effort to divert the attentigs 
of the United States from affairs in Europe, Asia and else? 
where or whether or not it means that Korianoy will be 
primarily engaged in concentrated espionage activities. 
In this connection, specific targets and assignments of 
Korianoy, if known to informant, should be determined, 
Informant should be thoroughly interviewed concerning this 
point so that upon completion of this interview we will 
have obtained ail information in his posseseio concerning 

Beinont Korianoy and this assignment. = dag nt pr min FS 
T ~~: ΗΝ ἢ wpe OP ἐ -Ξ , . 
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ΔΜ emorandum . ive 

TO τ Mr. ἢ, C, Sullivan pate: December 22, 1961, οὐξθνα 2 - 

i 1 - Mir. Belnoni Vafrae— 
FROM: Mr. Ἐς J. Baumgardner Ve 1 - Mr. Conrad 9 7+ Gina 

; ᾽Ὶ ᾿ 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 7) yore 
Ur ΕΗ 

SUBJECT: (ῷ, / i Mr. Branigan er ἢ 

E 1 

~ Mr. Sullivan sp insan 

LO Liaiso 
RNAL SECURITY ~- COMMUNIST Mr, Ganley L 

7 5 LK 
& 

Memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan 12/9/61 sets out 
information that CG 5824-S*, while in Moscow, Russia, on the 10th 
Solo Mission, was instructed by the Russians not to utilize Canada 
as a contact point in the future and informant was instructed to 
utilize Mexico as a contact point with the Soviets. Source was 
also instructed in the use of secret writings. Informant partici- 
pated in meetings with individuals identified only as “security 
people" while on Solo Mission 10. He believed these individuals 
to be from the Security Department, Intelligence Division, of the 
Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). 
Informant was advised that the purpose of the discussions would , 
be to establish a new additional method of contact between repre~ ie 
sentatives of the CPSU and the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA). wig 
Arrangements were made for informant to transmit communications 
from the CPUSA to the CPSU or for messages to be transmitted from 
the CPSU to the CPUSA through a contact in Mexico City. The Soviets 
also discussed certain precautionary measures which were to be ufade 
known to the CPUSA which, in general, related to investigative: ‘tech 
niques which mi are be utilized ain th Party. Ἷ 

᾿ ΩΣ "2 152 | Hae 
Informant was τι ρα, in θὺ nd use of communicaté 

secret writings. This consisted of the use of proper $ δ oiving 
instruments, writing surface, preliminary preparation for writing 
the actual secret message, actual preparation of a se€Pét"message,., 
fixing of a secret message, supplies needed and raising of secret 
messages received in communications. He was instructed in the secret 
writings by a female. An individual who participated in this train~ 
Jane was one "Peter," whose last name is unknown to informant. Inform~ 

nt had previously seen Peter in Moscow and knew that Peter had 
participated in discussions where "security people" were present. 
Peter also noted during one of these meetings that he had been in 
the United States and had actually observed informant on the occasion 
of informant's first meeting with a Soviet several Years ,Asow In 
this connection, it will be recalled that NY 694-S# was’ instructed 
Ε the use of secret writings on Solo Mission 9, such instructions 
being given by a female. At that time, an individual was introduced 
to informant as "Pyotr." This individual was subppaentiy “dentitied 

100~428091 Lk. Nt oe te ᾿ 
Nae 
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
00-428091 

| ann 
A 
ii ns Pavel Pavlovich Lukianov., The Chicago Office has requested the 

Laboratory to prepare and furnish to the Chicago Office the chemical 
elements identified by the Soviets in connection with the preparation 
of the solution necessary to raise the secret writings. The Labora- 

οἱ tory is analyzin ΜΝ 

ὶ y e regard to naterials to be utilized in connection with 
the preparation of secret writings, the Soviets indicated to inform- 
ant that the necessary materials would be dispatched through their 
apparatus to NY 694-S* in New York City. New York has been alerted 
to this fact. 

OBSERVATION: 

τὸ is obvious that the Russians are setting up a highly 
secretive clandestine operation through the use of CG 5824-5* and 
NY 694-S*, This information, therefore, is not being disseminated, 
This information is not only of interest to the Domestic Intelligence 
Division, but also to the Laboratory in connection with its operation 
and analysis of secret writings in the intelligence field. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

When the New York Office advises that NY 694-S* has received 
the material from the Russians or when Chicago advises that CG 5824-5* 

has received this material for his clandestine operations from the 

Russians through some other means, it is recommended that a Bureau 

Laboratory technician be sent to New York or Chicago to examine the 

material and to discuss with the informant the use of this material 

and the methods to be used in carrying out the operation, Courses 
taken by the informant while in Moscow should also be explored further. 

PY μές yO (ὲ WW Gv 
ene ay K ἢ 

ADDENDUM BY A. H. BELMONT AHB:mvr 12/22 

The New York Office advised today that Counsel Barkovsky,o 

Soviet United Nations Delegation came to the office of 694~-S* today and_gave 

him $150,000 for the CPUSA‘and secret writing materials. Appropriate 
Laboratory examination being arranged. 

ay -2- κῃ 
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Date: 12/27/61 | 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

ν: AIRTEL 
ΗΝ (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

Ὡς... ee ee a a ee Loe 

y ! TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

: FROM: ΒΑΘ, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
“ny 

SOLO .“ 
—“—Is= Ὁ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 3 copies 
and for the New York Office 1 copy of an informant statement 
captioned "INFORMATION CONCERNING THE FAILURE OF THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY, USA, TO SUBMIT GREETINGS TO THE COMMUNIST PARTY, SOVIET 
UNION, ON THE OCCASION OF THE NOVEMBER 7, 1961, CELEBRATION", 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/18/61 to SA 
RICHARD W, HANSEN, ( hued ) 

GALE 
abe 
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INFORMATION CONCERNIN | THE FAILURE OF 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY, ISA, ΤῸ SUBMIT 
GREETINGS TO THE COMKINIST PARTY, SOVIET 
UNION, ON THE GCCALIS | OF FAW SOVEMITR 7, 
WSL, CULEGRATION Ὁ 

In the early part of November, 1961, Aleksei 
Andveevich Grechukhin, an official of the North and South 
American Section of the Interaagtionsl Department of the 
Central Comnittcs, Communist κ᾽ ἐν, Soviet Union, willie 
oarrying on a discussion with a reoresentative of the 
Comauntat Party, USA (CP, U3/.) τῆι in Moscow, stated 
that the Internitional Departiuert of the Central Committee, 
CPSU, had been eoxtrenely surprised that the 2, USA, hed 
tailed to send greetings dn connection with the celebration 
of the October Ravolution telid co Novenber 7, 1961, in 
Moscow, While mentioning tii tact, Grechukhin noted that 
steps had been taken by the International Dapartwent to 
cover this deficiency on the paxt of the CP, USA, and a 
release had been made to tins Sovlet press indicating that 
such greetings had, in fact, bees recelyed. In order to 
cover this deficiency of the CR, USA, Grechukhin offered 
tae hint te the CP, USA, representative that the Guited 
States Party might alieviate taair failure by subsaitting 
x "copy" of such greeting te the International Depastaent 
and iadicating in connection therewith that ite transmission 
had eithex bean “held up” oy ihr: the greeting had been mis- 
λαλῇ, Thig would help in getting the CP, USA, off the hook. 

ia mid-December, 131, the information fursished 
by Grechukhin relating to til: g:-eeting was related to Gus 
Hall, who was upset over the Vvarvy's failure to have trane~ 
mitted such greetings in comwaectzon with that celebration. 
He indicated that imsediate acti:n would be taken to follow 
through on the lint offered sy Grechukhin in regard to this 
matter. In the future, Halli will emphasize within the Party 
the need to follow through o1 wick antters of protocol as 
relating to similar greeting, 

ITU 
ἘΠΟΤΟΡΆΤΗΣ 
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Date: 12/26/61 4ufig ott Tres 

Transmit the following in Snilivan 
(Type in plain text or code) Wp vol 

Trotter___— § 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL; AMSD Somn___— | 
(Priority or Method of Mailing): εν Ingram. 

enn Miss Gandy | 

| 
(Uw rf TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
et 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

Cena’ (= SOLO 
Le Is εὖ 

! | ra 

if Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies 
and for New York one copy of a letterhead memorandum, captioned, 
“Information Concerning a New Publication Entitled;Around_ 
the World,’ Issued by the Union of Soviet Journalists, Mos Moscow, 

| Russia,” 
| 

Also, enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two photo~ 
stats and for New York one photostat of the 11/25/61 issue of ,;| | 
the above publication which had been secured by the source (ha! 
prior to his departure from the Soviet Union, late 11/61. ͵ 

i ῇ 

Ϊ The information appearing in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum and the copy of the noted publication were furnished 
by CG 5824-S* on 12/18/61 to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

One photostat of the above-noted publication "Around 
the World" is being retained by the Chicago Office as. an | 
exhibit in. CGfile 134-46, Sub B. Ox i aoe tae 6 {ton YA Πάν 772. 
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CG 134-46, Sub B 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classi- 
fied “CONPEDHNEEAL* in order to protect the identity of this 
highly placed source who is furnishing information, on a con- 
tinuing basis, essential to the national defense interest of 
the U.S. Also, in accordance with instructions set forth in 
Buairtel of 9/27/61, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has 
been shown as having been made at Washington, D. C, 

GALE 
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on STATES DEPARTMENT OF rice 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. C, 
File No, 

December 26, 1961 

CO. TAL 

INFORMATION CONCERNING A NEW PUBLICATION 
ENTITLED, "AROUND THE WORLD," ISSUED BY THE 
UNION OF SOVIET JOURNALISTS, MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during December, 1961, advised as follows: 

Within the past six months there has appeared in 
the Soviet Union a new weekly publication, in Russian, 
which serves aS a Summary of international affairs. This 
new publication is entitled, "Around the World, a Weekly 
Review of Foreign Press." It is edited and put out by the 
Union of Soviet Journalists, Moscow, Russia. While this 
publication has become extremely popular in the Soviet 
Union, it is very apparent that it is neither objective nor 
factual in the matters it publishes. 

In the November 25, 1961, issue of this publication 
) ἐκν δῷ there was printed the nearly complete text of an article by 
Ms “ΟΝ 7 Freda στοοις which had appeared in the October 10, [96T, issue 

al 

— of "fhe Nation" entitled™tuggernaut, the Welfare State." 
ΗΝ ἐλ τέκν ee ἐλ a er τ ποις ᾿ς τὰς πὰρ Se 

Κ.δ: νη WW 
This document contains neither recommendations 

nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 

CONpIpENTTAL 
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Memorandum 
C4 

TO : Mr, Conra DATE: 12/26/61 

Tele. Room 

FROM : Re He σονοης 
ny PN 

c? is 
SUBJECT: βέβαιο " 

““ENTERNAL SECURITY = COMMUNIST 

Memorandum 12/22/61, F. J. Baumgardner to 
We Cs Sullivan, advised that. the informant, while 
on Solo Mission 10 in Moscow, Russia, received - 
training in communication by use of secret ink. 
The memorandum also advised that the Laboratory 
Was analysing a request from the Chicage Office 
to furnish certain chemicals needed to develop 
secret messages sent to the informant. The 
Director noted "Expedite," 

One of the chemicals was obtained today 
through one of our contacts, A second chemical 
is being supplied from our stock. These two 
items are being sent via airmail special delivery 
to Chicago today. The last chemical, hydrochloric 
acid, can be obtained locally in Chicago, 

ACTION: 

For information. 

100-428091 -_ 
Sig μὲ 

l-Mr, Belmont //' 
l=Mr; Sullivan 
1~Mr, Baumgardner 
iWwMr, Gurley 

JWM:; FCP 
(8) ΝᾺ 

ΟΝ 

. “Ἵ" Γ i ΟΣ ΤΟ AT ‘ 
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Date: 12/27/61 

͵, (Type in plain text or code) 

of AIRTEL I 
Via  ΄ὦ'ὦὃὦὦἝἅἅ.ἅἍ»» - 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

va το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 3 copies 
and for the New York Office 1 copy of an informant statement 
captioned "MEETING WITH OFFICIALS OF MEZHDUNARODNAJA KNIGA, 
OFFICIAL USSR PUBLISHING AND EXPORT COMPANY, MOSCOW, NOVEMBER, 
L961", 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/12/61 to SA 
RICHARD ἡ, HANSEN, tk 
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MEBTING WiTH OFFICIALS OF MEZHDUNARODNAJA 
KNYGA, OFFICIAL USSR PUGLISHING AND EXPORT 
COMPANY, MOSCOW, NOVEMBER, 1961 

On Hovember 1 or 2, 1961, κα representative of the 
Communist Party, US4 (CS, US4}, who was then in Moscoy, 
Russia, met briefly with officials of Mezhdunarodnaja Enige, 
the official USSR publishing and export company, which exports 
eaviet nevspaners, 00KS, WagaZines, Bid Sle, sdyruseiiiiuy 
Romahunarodniajga Saige were (First Nene Yokuown} Sazarcy 
(nnonetic), = Viee-President; (First Name fnknowi} Grodov 
igiwueiies, Heaa vi tae Export Depuriment; (First sane 
Uaknain) Cherapunay (ohonetic}, and Igeur MWikhiloyw Cghwuctic), 
a transistor from the forth and South American Section of 
the International Department of the Central Committee, 
Communist Party, Soviet Union (CPSU). 

Unring the course of this brief meeting, the 
following information was davelopeds 

In September, 1961, in New York City, an individual 
representing Mezhdunarodngia Koice entered inte @ contract 
between that company and| i ass Ord Books, New 
York City. The terms of that contract entered into at that 
“tine with World Books contained terma identiecai to aay con~ 
tract which would have been entered into with a similar 
cegier ln the Usdted States. Included in this contract was 
an ugreament ta allow a sua of $2,009 for literature τινα 
duxing 1961 on benalyt of World Books. In regard to the pro- 
motional sums for 1962, there will not be any agrsenent to 
zurnish Βα amount of money as large as $5,000 which has eon 
requested by World Hooke. The eettiesent cesardiug the vroe 
motional money for World Books included in the 1961 contract, 
iz it has not yet been prid, will be handied directly by 
(First Nawe Unknown} Tsarpenko (phonetic) of the USSR Babassy 
in Washington, BD, Ὁ, 

In vepard to the contract entered into with Yorld 
Baoke, the first order for literature rereikvéo #28 on Ssotamors 
14, 1961, This order was inmutdiately sent to the company's 
shipping department on the same date received; however, when 

pF ITB 

Ing 
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the order wie received, there was considerable disappointment 
in the sige of the order and, therefore, 2 cable was dispatched b: | 
to World Booka requestiag that anu additional order be 
for English language materiazis. On October 11, 1961, 
responded with a cable order for 2,500 copies of the progran 
of the 22nd Cougress, CPSU, and 1,000 copies *Fundamentais 
of Marxiem-Leninigm”’. Again, In responee το # cable, 

oO the company's officials were disappointed ax ® quantity 
of materinirequested and they increased the order and sent 
νοῦ coples gach of the first and second speeches of ἨΔΈ ἘΣ 

awe + ah, * 
Ἐν Keruwichev, Firsi Seereiary, DESO, whith vase anda ta Be 
92nd Congress, CPSU. In addition, the order for copies of the 
PYUETAR O24 LO £400 VOREFSSR, WEN, WAR LOULEABU LU buy ire 

When iuformed that ag of October 25, 1961, none of 
the material ordered from Mezhdunarodnaja Eniga and reportedly 
shipped had been received by World Sooke, New York City, the 
matter was imacdiately checked into and it was found that this 
matexiai had bean sent by ship. When it was discovered that 
ship delivery aight involve a period up to six months, it was 
decided that there would ba immediately prepared a limited 
air express shipment of some of the material ordered by Yorld 

in regard to the matter of World Booka not receiving 
the supply of literature fron the Four Continent Book Store 
in New York, it was pointed out that a cable had bsen sent 
by Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga to this company advising them if 
would be permissible to loan World Books any material that 
they might desire and that Hexzhdunarodnaja Eniga would see 
that the Four Continent Book Store was given the vroner credit 
fox any tranater of such material, However, Mezhdunarosing ja 
Kniga ofgicials felt they could not compel the Four Continent 
Book Store to make a loan or transfer such material to world 
Hooks and that the Four Continent Book Store may not have 
desired to make such material available at this time. 

In recard to the order received from World Hooks 
Zor the 'Fundanentals of Marxisu-Loninism’, Yorid Books was 
to be notified that this material would not be aveilablie until 
sometime near the end of November, 1961, 



The officials of Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga # ized 
for the problems which had arisen in regard to 
and his relations with World Booka; however, since they knew 
nothing about the details of the problem involved, they had 
been helpless to do anything on the matter. 

In connection with current English language log 
periodicals like "Soviet Union" and "New Times", World Books 57° 
may have such items at a 50 per cent discount. 

Jaqgiicier were then directed be an of2icial of 
miicoiing je ἀπό te the CS, USS, ropryskentatage roucardane 

of Chicaga, This official stated that they will not 
πῇ Juriner materiai to ner an vier of te ἔπει sue nas ἕν 

ες paid for all of the material that she had previously roceived, 
The CP, USA, representative agreed with tatement of the 
Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga official regarding and noted that 
the CP, USA, similarly is not in 2 ition to and will not 
aAusume responsibility for[ fs activities. 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED MATL: ΑΜΒ. 
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FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) Nps oa \ 
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_e Enclosed herewith for the Bureau, 7 copies and for 

ἦ-" New York, one copy of letterhead memorandum captioned 

Part Time Translator, international Department, CPSU, to 
"Information Concerning Assignment of Yuri Voronsov (ph), 

Prepare Thesis on American Press”. 

letterhead memorandum, 

The information in the enclosed letterhead ~ 

memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/9/61 to SA ἌΝ 
RICHARD W, HANSEN. é 

ἌΡΑ 

) The outline, of which a photostat is enclosed, was 

furnished to CG 5824~S* by VORONSOV for transmittal to the A pire 

CP, USA, together withhis request for assistance. To date, ἢ 

this outline of which the original is in possession of the ay 

source, has not been delivered to the Party. “2 

fi re 2 sayfa iphe ; } 
Nt ""fLere} Tae enclosed letterhead memorandum in accordance } 

Ski ig with instructions in Buairtel 9/27/61, and because information 

“τ het? contained therein might seriously jeopardize this highly 

. A! placed informant furnishing information essential to the 

Lat Le “ national defense interests of the U.S., has been classified 

Daas Lhoe .,} ϑϑϑξϑεῦν Alse in accordance with above noted Buairtel, the 

᾿ ΡΥ i i ἃ "Le Ie. fox iS fee juctterhead ye randum has been Reo ΡΒ being mae FO 4 if 7 Ἴ 7] 

vn fale ie ἊΣ “ἡ Cag bre $08 BS GALE [el φέ ΠΩ i 

Daeg? - ἘΦ “Cine 5,9) (RM) (AHSD) 4 JAN 3 νὰ 8 
Jd Jy 1 - New York (700-134637) (Encis. 2) (RH) (AMSD) of ve 

(77 1 = Chicago Vetowdey 44 Orato eT PEE Fat fo a 

AT be ΚΟ  ῬΆΘΕ: Jem AY : Poe hee a ae 
Γ, ΝΣ πο πα οι TT 

βῚ 

τ ᾿ oe. ~ : a 
See ΜΝ τὰ ἝΩ ig ne eh ἐἧς “ὦ ." ᾿ | ~ i af 

ον ἄρ ERLE LE (Z SK μι « | . ; ἘΝ, 4 ‘ 

fo γον, Αρρτονοα σόα σα XM sng ent shew 709 ἀπέ ree 

f “ 7» Specigh Agent inl Z ard ΩΡ Real σαν ρον, “κα υτϑάδανω | 
4 χε... ποῖ δ᾽ “Gore τ Ben ΟΥΡΣ ἐττῷ ΨΥ 1 ss 



ECLASSIPLICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

BT AUTOMATIC DECLASS IFICATION GUTOR 

ἼΞ ΤΕ Lo-dge-2017 | Φ 
' = 

. Ἦ 

| ᾿ : Lee Φ Φ 

- UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FED Rael BUREAU Δ RES TICATION 

In Reply, Place Refer t December 11, 196) “ee 

INFORMATION CONCERNING ASSIGHMENT 
OF YURE YORONSOY (28), PART TIER 
TRANSLATOR, INTERNATIONAL DEPARTHERT, 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THRE SOVIET UNION ccrsv) 
TO PREPARE THESIS ON AMBSEICAN PRESS 

A source, who has furnished xveliahie information 
in the past, ing Deceber, 1961, advised asx follows: τς 

δῷ ων 
ones Finaton, who had wane to Ruamia as a neniber 

of ἢ the feumuntat Pasty (O93, ἘΞΑ Yraternai Qeleration tn the 

δια Congress of the ces hed Outober, HBAs had assigned τὸ 
EP ne, - * 

ahawst ὦ aon aw ἍΜΑ mecedhont weed y imme 1 πάρα. wojiuen vue athsiae tee aren ε ie ee φ * 

tine tragelator assigned to the hota and South “American 
Section of ue laternationsi Geapartment of the Central Comuittes, 
CPSU (€GOCPSY) in Moacow, ja ἃ, youny wan but has heen serving 
ag an English trausktor since at least 1953. He is siso 
known to hive served in an otticial Cipacity in both the 
United States and Burma, 

Yoronsov now is preparing * Ὥρα on the United 
Staten press and in thin connection haa cequested that gonecne 
an the U.5. gather information for bie from the progredsive 
PROSE. . 

Since tha request in regard to this matter was 
presented to a representative of the CP, USA in a formal. 
wanner, it was understood that the task ia an official 
assignment pecause much requests for sesistance received in 
this manner would bave had to haye boon approved by someone 
from the CCCPAY, 

This document containa neither recommendations dor 
conclusiong of the FOI. χὲ 15 the property of the FEI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to he 
distritited outside your agency. 

Ji 6 CBE OBZ. (7 5 

τὰ, ἢ ΙΝ - 
“4 oT Βα τὰν! τὴν 

a 

| 



Ἕν: Γ a ὼ Φ 
- I, Classification of US press: (how can be US press classified) 

. a) Capitalist preas : 

Ὁ : General classification of US press 
δ ὃ Ν 

ἃ) ᾿ 
ete : 

11, Subdivision of progressive press: ( if it is possible to 
a) divide US press into two 
b) main groupings: capitalist 

and progressive press 

IIi.The titles of progressive papers and magazanes and their 
short characteristics (place { city or town/, circulation, 

price,size, etc,-ete 
the composition of editorialg boards 
12 possible. 

a 

b) 

ο) 
ἃ) 
6) 
ete 

IV. Characteristics of each subdivision of progressive press 
( comminist, labor, left,etc) 

a) The task 

b) How it is fulfilled 
6) Its role in commnist and labor movement in the country 
ἃ) Ita struggle for peace 
8) Attitude of K Administration towards this press 
f) Positive features and shortcomings in the work of most 

important papers and magagines | 

g) Perespective in the work of progressive papers in the 
name of democracy, peace, peacefull co-existence etc, eto 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 13 

her 

| UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum Cees στ 
Evans ———___ 

Malone 
Ν Rosen 

| TO : Mr. ἢ. C. sul sag DATE: December 22, 1961 Suu 
ἰ - Trotter 

Tele. Room 

J 

FROM : Mr. F. J. Baumgardner Gandy 

- OR ᾿ " ’ BAY 
SUBJECT: ; “SOLO . é ἥ ; fig 

TERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST Ι͂ 

Pursuant to instructions of the Communist Party, USA 
(CPUSA), CG 5824~S* departed on Solo Mission 10 for Moscow, Russia, 
10/2/61. as one of the five delegates to represent the CPUSA at the 
22nd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). 
He returned from this Mission 12/5/61. Chicago airtel discloses 
pertinent data on the following, 

The current Secretariat of the Central Committee of the 
CPSU was elected at the 22nd Congress. Among those elected to the 
Central Committee were Boris N. Ponomarev and L. F. tlyichev. 
Ponomnarev was reportedly added to the Centrai Committee for the 
role he played in the meeting of the 81 communist and workers' 
parties held in Moscow in November, 1960. 

Nikolai Mostovets, Head of the North and South American 
Section, International Department, Central Committee of the CPSU, 
has stated that Iiyichev is preparing to challenge Ponomarev for 
authority and is in competition for Ponomarev's position. 

¥. Korianov is now a deputy to Ponomarev. Korianov out- 
! ranks Mostovets and his duties now will place on him the responsibility 

| fer the concentration of work in connection with the United States and 
Latin America. 9} 

¥ 

ACTION: 

It is recommended that the attached letters with “--“-ἰ 
under a “Sep-feeret" classification be sent to the Honorable Dean 
Rusk, the Secretary of State; the Honorable John A. McCone, Director, 
Central Intelligence Agency; and the eeeorney General and Deputy 
Attorney General, . 

Ene, παν 

100~428091 

25-6/ / γ a ΥΩ 

1 - Mr, Belmont nr REG 4 LOb~ $e 5a. meena 
1 = Mr, Sullivan : —_s 

1 - Mr. Baumgardner?" 9 JAN 8. 1962 
2 - 7. Donahoe? | eee 

52) tise {0 “ΜΡ — 
ΝΣ - 7. SENT DIRECTO 

LTG:kmo (997.9 eae a a 4 ; 
Ϊ Ν Be So 

Mohr ———_—_—-—- _. 
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Date: 12/26/61 RE 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or cade) 

vi AIRTEL 
14 ἜΤ᾽ * 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) | Ϊ 

wo u 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) Ἵ 

Soto 
Ae Is = C () i a 

ΠΣ ΝΑ 

ι Στὸν iy 

ft Ἂν" 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are {Yo ‘copies 

and for the New York Office 1 copy of an informant 
statement captioned "INFORMATION CONCERNING CONTACT 
ADDRESSES OF COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, WITH COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF BRAZIL AND RELATED MATTERS", 

The information set forth in the enclosed 
informant statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/9/61 
to SA RICHARD W, HANSEN, 

$. 4 

k Re i 

ENCLOSURE 35 

Se oe (oe #2 7222ς 77] 
ζ- Bureau (ΕΠΟῚΒ, 35) (RM) 
1. - New York (100.-1346357) (Encl, 1) (ΕΜ) ὼώ. JAN 3 004 
1 - Chicago 

- a] 

RWH:PLb a Ζ 
(5) weal 

(ut ye a 
aC 3 “" Wick, 

€\kApproved: οί... Μ Per 

δὲ Ry. A pp τι n Gr cSyeci 1 Xgent in Charge 



INFORMATION CONCERNING CONTACT ADDRESSES 
OF COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, ITH COMMUNEST 
PARTY OF BRAZIL AND RELATED MATTERS 

i 

During a meeting held between Lui " Prestes, 
General Secretary, Comsunist Party of Brazil; na representatives 
of the Communist Parties of the USA and Canada held on November 
12, 1961, Prestew furnished the Communiet Party, USA icp, USA) 
representative with a typewritten list of names and βόα θείς ας 
bearing certain instructicgas ¢siative ta contacts by th ΡΈΕΙ Ὡς, Usk, 

#ith thy Comauniat Parte of Ernati, The List furnished BE this 
time by Prestes im as follows: 

* SHASIL . 

«Direciones para el enwio ds materiales legates 

Lapresos ¥, en general, dorunentos do caracter legal: 

"ay raigoen’Contenporesces 

Raa Francisco Serrador, 2 ~ Sala “8 

Moo Best 

“ar dy Camara Fer naiva 
Rua Τὰ de noavenbro, LIF = Sala 402 

5, Paulo Est. de 5. Paulo Brasil 

"DS. f Envisr simultancanente a las dos direcciones, 

"En Caso de situacion cher dlegalidad on Reasil, 

suapondes 81 anvio pare ‘las direcclowes avela Ψ pasar ἢ exavis- 

para law ‘direcciones abajo: 

"e) Dre stone oo Palnwira 

Ave, Ablanticor, 2710 



"ἃ) Dr. Ἑη]ο Βαπάοναῦ Peixoto 

Ay, Ipiranga, 81 = Sala 105 

Ξ. Paulo Bat. de δ΄. Paulo Brasil" 
f 7 ft : 

in addition, Prestes ziso furnished to the CP, 054, 
representative a handwritten list on which was set forth the 
names of a number of organizations and/or individuals. Thic 
second List rapresented the identities of certain Cometojt: 
Party of Bresil contacts ia tae trade union movenest with 
whom tne CD, US, πολλαῖς, ii it ἀδρλνρνᾷ, send warty materiad 
διὰ ΔΑ ΩΣ on trade uiton activittes d= Ὁ a 
Saves ease Léa 

“#EDERACAO DOS TRABALHADORES 
NAS INDUSTRIAS TEXTEIS DE SAO PAULO 

Praca da Bandeira, 45 ~ 22° andar 
Antonio Chamarra 
Bac Paulo Brasil 

“tak norio de Line 
Fedéracaa dos Trabalhadores na Industria 
de Alinentacacs 
Rua Jaceguai, 462 

Sao Paulo Brasii 

»"ἥ 

over’ Telles 
GAZETA SINDICAL 
Ruz Evaristoa da Veiga, lb ~ #/606 

Rio de Janeiro Braweil 

"JOSE/BUSTOS 
Sindicato.dos Metalurgicos de Sav 
Pauly 
Rua do Carwo, ἘΞ. 

Sia Faulsa Braet? 



sssde Koactgue dog. “Santos 
Ppaea las Gomes, δ - 49 andar « s/m 
Rua X¥ de Novembro, 137 .- 4 andar = 5/402 

Sao Paulo Srasit' 
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Date: 12/26761~ 

Mr. Bohr _ 

Mr. Callahan 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MATL; AMSD 
(Priority or Method of Maiting} 

ma me eee ee se ee ee ... 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for New York one copy of an informant's statement captioned, 

| "Comments of JohmsPitiman, Moscow Correspondent of *The Worker, ' 
Regarding His Suggestions as to a Possible Replacement. " 

The information appearin ing—in-the~enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/9/61 to SA RICHARD 
W. HANSEN. 

(4..} Hh Ἧ be 
3 -~CLOSURE GALE al [ bie 

rice ΕΣ, Fo Φ fe δ᾽ 1: 

(3+Bureau (Enc. 3) (RM) (AMSD) ΔΙ 
l-New York (100-~134637) (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM) (AMSD) Mey ck 
l-Chicago oe 
RWH: MDW a 2 “>; , wena 2 

(5) on it πολέ ὦ 

β La hee 
| relied i /} 4 Ν ᾿ ; ; 

ἱ =i ᾿ an πως Se ΣΤῊ Y ἕω. ΜΕΝ /, ᾿ a i =, 

| Fe καρ ee -- 
-. } ἠ ῤ ΜΝ 

σι ὦ, Wick 
| BR APD YT 

«GRAPE 1 ent in Charge 

Ὡς 



ξ 

COMZENTS Ok JON PITTMAN, MOSCOW CORRESPONDENT 
OF “THE WORKER, REGARDING HIS SUGGESTIONS aS 
TO A POSSIELE REDLICENENT 

In lato Navenber, 1961, Johu Pittman, the corre- 
spondent for “The Worker” nov in Moscow, Russia, met with a 
representative of the Communist Party, UBA (ΟΡ, USA) at his 
home in Moscow, During these conversations, the representative 
of the CP, USA requested Pittman to suggest the names of 
individuesig in the CP, USA whom he felt might qualify az a. 
repleconent for him when he xeturna to the United States in 
1962. In response thereto, Pittman suggested that the 
Lalloving individust« wight anasibly have the necessary 
qnel.t $iontions fox the job as Moecow correspondent of “rue 
orkers! 
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| 
Mr, Tolson_—_——— 

Mr, Belmont——. 
Ἶ Wr. Mohr._—__—__ 
aoe Mr Van 

eal Conred._.— 
FBI 1 ~Loach —- 

REC A02 ee vanes 
Date: 42/26/61 τ a7 

[; we δ ΞΞ font 

Transmit the following in oie a et cade τ πὶ Pse. 
(Type in plain text or code) eee Tr crear 

ὶ ΠΕ rpcle. Reom 

Via _ AIRTEL 
Hose, Ingvar 

(Priority or Method of Mailing} εἶ Bfics Gandy. 

Woe ἼΞΞΞΞξξξξε 

το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

PROM; SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

“Sao. 
Is -C 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 3 copies 
and for the New York Office 1 copy of an informant statement 
captioned “INFORMATION REGARDING MAILING ADDRESSES TO BE 
UTILIZED BY THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, FOR CONTACT WITH THE 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF COLOMBIA", 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/9/61, to SA 
RICHARD W, HANSEN, | 

oy gee OG GALE ἘΣ A SF 

S$ - 
me 4 . 

jew δό ὃ ἢ 

ι “fon fx. dae LT? 

τινί κω ὦ wa ὦ 
- Bureau (Encls, 3) (RM) - 
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ws ἱ PIRI λοις 

Approved: EIS Sent __- UM Per 
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INFORMATION REGARDING MAILING ADDRESSES 
TO BE UTILIZED BY THE COMMUNIST PARTY, 
USA, FOR CONTACT WITH THE CONNUNTST 
PARTY OF COLOMBIA 

During the course of the 2208 Congress, Conununist 
Party, Soviet Union (CPSU) held in Moscoy, Russia, during 
October, 1961, Gilberto. Vieira, a member of the Cantral 
Comittee of the Communist Party of Colombia, advised ἃ 
representative of the Communist Party, USA (Gh, USS) thet 
his Farty is not recelving avy setesiul ἔχου thu to, uss, 
παν eyen such Farty publicatisas as “The sorkec’ or “Political 
Σελχα, lines τα Comaunist Pacty of Colosiie λον} Ἔτη, - 
fev reecelye auch whitest l ics ae ae sornexr" and ‘Political 
afiairs" and any other material issued by the CF, USA, Vieirs 
furnished the following address to which auch material might 

sent. 

203 De La Demoeracia 2]. 
Apartado Nacienal 3344 Ὁ 
Fogota, ἢ, Ἐ, 
In vegard to mailings to the Communist Party of 

Coloubia of more confidential items by the ΟἹ, Usa, Yietra 
furnished a second address which was to he utilized. 

Joayuin Moreno λας 
artaio Nacional 826 

gota, D, ΞΕ, ---- 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 © Φ Tolson 

; elmont 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT pane 
Conrad Memorandum | sts 

sk Be 
pate: December 29, 1961 

σε ςς 
Rosen 

Sullivan 

Tavel 

Amro | «τ Mr, Belmont Trotter 
B\Y 1 - lr. Evans τοῖο, Hoon 

FROM : OMB. ὅς Baungardneny * - Mr. Sullivan Gandy 
O 1 - Mr. Baumgardner ae 

1 - Mr. Donahoe is A TF4 A 
supygcT: _ SOLO_- 1 - Mr. Gurley j ; 

SECURITY - COMMUNIST 1 - Liaison 
1 - Mr, Phillips 

Pursuant to instructions of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
CG 5824-$* departed on Solo Mission 10 for Moscow, Russia, October 2, 
1961, as one of the five delegates to represent the Communist Party, 
USA, at#the®22nd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 
He returnedeigom this Mission December 5, 1961, Chicago airtel 
discloses p&rtinent data on the following: 

Chai 
Rarty of Cariada, and informant ποὺ ‘with Luis Carlos 

conditions in Brazil as they relate to the Communist Party of Brazil, | ΓΖ 

Prestes stated that after the resignation of Brazilian 
President Janio Quadros, many complex events took place which were 
not easily understood outside Brazil. He pointed out that the 
reactionary forces supported Suadros at the last election and that 
the Communist Party and the progressives supported Joao Goulart and 
Henrique Lott, Subsequently, Lott criticized Cuba and Soviet Union, 
as a result of which he was in turn criticized by the Communist 
Party of Brazil, This helped to defeat Lott. e election campaign 
was very significant since it enabled the Communist Party to reach 
the people, 

| Baba and The Party there congratulated Quadros when he supported ἡ 

of 
was presented as ‘ae"progressive" put othis -was σοὶ a true character 

_ κα νὰ CO = of 2. 5.9 ὦ fm | Ink “y 

Bue eect 42~ ZIG y pec EP PG 
100-428691 veers δος ΝΙΝ ᾿ ἢ 

| 4Ἐ te 

SFP :bgc ren JAN ἃ 104 
9) \ay/ ° 

65 JAN 11 1962 | ° “RY 



a ete 

Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

The generals in the army consider Goulart a "communist." 
| Although Goulart is President of the Labor Party and is a rich man, 
he nevertheless has influence among the workers, At the time 
Goulart took over power in Brazil the country was on the verge 
of civil war and the military stated_that he would not be permitted 
to take office as President of Brazil. The crisis in Brazil has demon- 
strated that there are contradictions so profound there that some 
change must take place which will put the workers and peasants in 
a different position. To date the executive power exercised by the 
President of Brazil and his cabinet must be endorsed by the 
Parliament of Brazil, which is in the hands of the *reactionaries." 

The Communist Party of Brazil is currently exploiting 
all of that country's problems and the Party today is strong as 
a result of these struggles. Although the Party does not exist 
formally in Brazil, it does have offices in all cities and the 
Party has demonstrated its fighting capabilities, Its membership 
totals 30,000 and a campaign is presently under way to double this 
figure by March, 1962, 

Forthcoming events of interest are a meeting of the 
various Latin-American communist parties in Brazil in March, 1962; 
the Fourth National Congress of Trade Unionists to be held in 
Brazil sometime in 1962; and a “progressive” Lawyers Congress 
to be held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in January, 1962. 

ACTION: 

A condensation of the remarks of Prestes to our informant 
and Tim Buck is being disseminated to the Honorable P, Kenneth 
0'Donnell, Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable Dean 
Rusk, The Secretary of State; Honorable John A, McCone, Director, 
Central Intelligence Agency; the Attorney General and the 
Deputy Attorney General under a “top Seeret classification 
inasmuch as our informant was one of only three persons present 



Memorandum to fir. Sullivan 
RE: 580 
100-428091 

when the remarks were made. We are additionally disseminating 
informant's full report of Prestes' remarks to the working level 
of the State Department, Central Intelligence Agency, Office of 
Naval Intelligence, Office of Special Investigations(Air Force), 
and the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence (Army) under 
a “Seerete* classification inasmuch as we have deleted the 
fact that Buck and an American were present when Prestes! 
remarks were made. 

ON - 

4) 
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DECLASSIPICATION GUIDE jul 
1 (ἢ Mr. 'Tolsont_ a. 

Mr. Belmont. 

Mr. Mohr. 
Mr. Callaha 
Mr. Conrad. 

Mr. DeLoach 

Rr. Evang 

Mr. RYalone 

| Mr. Rosen 
| Air. Sullivan 

iir, Tavel 

mir. Trotter 

Tele, Foam __ 

FBI 

Date: 12/21/61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via ATRTEL Me, Ineram 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

ΤῸ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) BAY 4] 

CRP 
ἢ 5. - C 

᾿ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 7 copies and 
for the New York Office 1 copy of a letterhead memorandum 
captioned "MEETING OF THE LEATHER AND TEXTILE SECTION OF 
THE WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS SCHEDULED FOR BUDAPEST, 
HUNGARY, MAY 15, 1962", 

The information set forth in the enclosed 
Letterhead memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-—S* on 12/ 12/6 61 

The information ¢ ofc elésed letterhead’, vad wore 
memorandum was furnished by fan Anerican residing == 
in Prague, who was requested to transmit the information to 
CG 5824-S* on behalf of the World Federation of Trade Unions, 
Prague, ; 

τ 

In accordance with instructions set forth in ot 
Bureau airtel of 9/27/61, and in order to protect the ig 
identity of this highly placed source who is furnishing γα 
information on ἃ continuing basis in connection with th ᾿ 
national defense interests of the United States, this Sf 
letterhead memorandum has been classified “Hep—Seeret", it 
Also in accordance with Bureau airtel of 9/27/61, the 
enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown i] being | 
made at Washington, D. Cc. | 0 O-¥- 2 50 df - _ [ΠΡ 

REC- 4 

JOLY 120d £98 8O CLOSURE | τὰν 
(3 - Bureau Swett 7) eM EN (RM) ῥ ᾿ 

- New York (100-134637)/(Encl. 1) (RM iN " 4 . 
1 ~ Chicago ἔν. Otte Gf ta lng AF 
RWH: PLb : Ὦ, Wick το Ἐδ τοὶ eet ἐ.::: 
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4 Approved: Serr a a) Per a, ee 



LASSIPFICAT OM AUTHORITY DERTYED FRO: 

AN TORATIC HCLASSIPICATION GUIToek 

E la-04-20 

- 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF J ICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer ta 
File No. Washington, D. C, 

December 21, 1961 

MEETING OF THE LEATHER AND TEXTILE 
SECTION OF THE WORLD FEDERATION OF 
TRADE UNIONS SCHEDULED FOR BUDAPEST, 
HUNGARY, MAY 15, 1962 

A gource, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during December, 1961, advised as follows: 

On May 15, 1962, the Leather and Textile Section 
of the World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) with head- 
quarters in Prague, Czechoslovakia, will hold a meeting or 
conference in Budapest, Hungary, In connection with this 
conference, efforts will be made to interest trade unionists 
not affiliated with the WFTU to-attend, A number of invita~ 
tions inviting participants to this meeting have already been 
sent out by the WFTU to conservative trade unions throughout 
the world, 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 
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Date: 12/27/61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via ATRTEL REGISTERED MAIL; AMSD 
(Priority or Method of Maiting) 

me ....ὄ ..........--.-,͵ .........ὄ......-.-.... ee a SS eS SS 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

Is τ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies 
and for New York one copy of a letterhead memorandum captioned, 

Y "Information Concerning the VII Congress of the Communist Party 
OG of Ecuador Scheduled December 10-14, 1961." 

The information set forth in enclosed letterhead memo- 
randum appeared in a document furnished by the CP of Ecuador to 
the CP, USA fraternal delegation to the 22nd Congress of the 
CPSU held in Moscow, Russia, 10/61. The document, which was 
printed in the Spanish language, had been furnished by CG 5824-5* 
on 12/6/61 to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. This document was subse- 
quently transmitted to the Bureau for translation and copies 
of the translation were furnished to Chicago by Buairtel dated 
12/22/61. 

in accordance with instructions set forth in Buairtel 
of 9/27/61 and in order to protect the identity of this highly 
placed source who is furnishing information, on a continuing ΓΈ 
basis, essential to the national defense interest of the ὕ.5., ἐ 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified “Fon 

Iso, in accordance with above Buairtel of 9/27/61, 
this’ το δα μοδὰ menorandum has been Shown as having been made 
at Washtieton, D. 6. we 4 
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PRI AUTOMATIC ] 

DATE 1LO-04-2011 

DECLASS TIFICATION 

PECLASSTEICATION GUIDE 

AUTHORITY DERIVED FRON: 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 4. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, B, C. 
File No, December 27, 1961 

sep Speqir 

INFORHATION CONCERNING THE VII CONGRESS 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF ECUADOR 
SCHEDULED DECEMBER 10-14, 1961 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during December, 1961, advised as follows: 

In October, 1961, there was issued in the name 
of Pedro Saad, General Secretary, and on behalf of the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Dcuador, an 
announcement concerning the VEI Congress of the Communist 
Party of Ecuador. The text.of the document issued at 
this time was as follows: 

"Dear Comrades: 

"We are very happy to address you informing you 
that our Central Committee has convoked the. VII Congress 
of the Party for December 10-14, 1961, in the city of 
Guayaquil. 

"In our Congress we shall consider the following 
agenda: 

"1, Report on the activities of the Central 
Committee ᾿ 

"2, The program of the Communist Party of Ecuador 

"3, Reforms in the Statutes of the Party 

"4, The Election of the Central Committee of the 
Party. ᾿ 

"Due to the unstable political conditions reigning 
in our country, we are deprived of the pleasure of counting 
on a delegation from you at our Congress. However, we would 
appreciate, dear comrades, your sending greetings to the 
meeting. 

᾿ 

LP — NAGY oa 
ENCT > --- — frye 



INFORMATION CONCERNING THE VII CONGRESS OF iP sipker 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF ECUADOR SCHEDULED 
DECEMBER 10-14, 1961 

"We extend our wishes for success in your work.” 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 
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The Attorney General January 5, 1962 

; 1 - Mr. Belmont 

Director, FBI - ir. Sullivan 

1 .- Mr. Baumgardner 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA i ranigan be 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 1 - Mr. Gurley 

INTERNAL SECURITY “ὦ ---- 

ει ἃ 
“ας, 

ΜΝ A source who has furnished reliable information in 
the past has advised that in November, 1961, L. N. Soloviev, 
Secretary, All Soviet Federation of Trade Unions (ASFTU), 
held a brief and informal discussion with certain members 
of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), in Moscow, Russia, con- 
cerning dealings between the ASFTU and the organized trade- 
union movement in the United States. 

Solcviey comaented that there are few conta ‘s 
betwoen the tradeernisn sovements ui tne United States and 
the Soviet Union and that there are many existing problems 
in this regard. He stated that the ASFTU would like to see 
arranged and sent to the Soviet Union a United States ἀ616.- 
gation consisting of five or six individuala who might be 
able to visit the Soviet Union for a period of several weeks 
around May Day, 1962. 

It was pointed out to Soloviey by a member of the 
, CPUSA that Gus Bali, General Secretary of the CPUSA, had | 
suggested that it might be a good idea for the ASFTU to . 

invite Some conservative trade~union leaders to visit the ᾿ς, 

Soviet Union. It was also pointed out that Gus Hall had |” 
suggested that the Soviet Union wight desire to consider 7 ao 
extending an invitation to Jame Hoffa, President of the geo . 

International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Ware- ~~ 
heusemen and Helpers of America, to visit the Soviet Union |, — 

“τ jn the near future. Soloviev evidenced a definite interest 
= in the suggestions but made no specific comment or recom 
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mendation regarding them at that time. 7 (153 
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At the conclusion of this brief discussion, Solovie 
icon ___expreswed readiness on behalf of himself and the A to do 

anything which night be of assistange ta the CPUSA in the 
. tant 7 ae 
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The Attorney General 

trade-union field and to the trade-union movement in general 

in the United States. 

Becauge of the sensitive nature of our source, 

wo have classified this communication Sepret ." 

1 = The Deguty Attorney General 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

Classified "hp SeeGet" because unauthorized 
disclosur2 of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-S*. See memo Baungardner 
to Sullivan dated 1/4/62 captioned "Solo, Internal Security - 
Communist,” LTG:kmo, which discloses that information in 
the memorandum would be furnished to the Attorney General 

and Deputy Attorney General. 
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chm wes supplied by a source who has furnished rel > 
information in the past. Information in this mem τὸ 
dum rolatos ta a Soviet roquest of the Communist Ὁ 
SSA, far assistance in preparing a thesis on the press 
ja the Unitod States; statenents by a member of the Central 
Committee, Communist Party of Saechosiovakia, that trate 
relations between his country and China are at a standstaii; 
and statements by the Soviets and Czecheslovaxians that 
econcauic assistance by them te various countries BAS | 
created an economics burden. 

Naterdal contained in the encicaed ἜΞΩ 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, Kun 
we hay e classified this communication and its enclosure 
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Honorabie John ἃ. NcCone 

ROTE ON YELLOW: 
Classified "DS Soeket” because unauthorized 

disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, whe is of continuing value, and such _ 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation. Source is CG 6524-54. See memorandun 
Baumgardner to Sullivan 12/20/61 captioned “Sola, 
Internal Security - Communist," L¥G:kmo, which discioses 
that information in the memorandum would be furnished to 
the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; the 
Honorable John A. McCone, Director, Central Intelligence 
aeencyt and the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney 

neral, 
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ΕΒΙ ς Mr. Conrad.._—~ 

Date: 12/26/61 

Transmit the following in 
| \ Mx. Sul ἣν ane 

sie 7 protter_—_— 

αἰ A Je. Room__——- | 
Via AIRTEL 4 Mr. Jngram 

| Miss Gandy -----------...-- -  -ς ++ +--+ ++ == 5-5-5 -- | 

TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ἷὙἘ ΠΝ 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134.46, Sub B) oo 

a ᾿ fool 14 
0: \ roa " Α͂ Ὶ 

i Ἂν 
Ι fa f { Kop λ. ( Is -C Lae hey : 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies 

he 

! 

and for New York one copy of a letterhead memorandum captioned, 
“Information Concerning a Mrs. (First Name Unknown) Kosnotov 
(phonetic), Former American Now Residing in the Soviet Union." 

The information appearing in the enclosed. letterhead 
memorandum was furnished on 12/9/61 by CG 5824-S* to SA RICHARD 
W. HANSEN, | 

in accordance with instructions set out in Buairtel 
of 9/27/61 and in order to protect the identity of this highly 
Placed source who is furnishing information, on a continuing 
basis, essential tq the national defense interest of the U,58., 
the enclosed letteyiead memorandum has been clagsified “De 

“SECRET."' Also, in laccordance with above Buairtel, this letter- 
head memorandum has ‘been shown as having been ma at Washington, 

GALE 

Nee York ἬΝ νυ 7) (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM) (ANSD) 
1-Chicago Rs 

᾿ ea eae 
BYE: MDWREC 105 

. ΔΝ A, 1962 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὦ, Ὁ, 
File No. 

December 26, 1961 

INFORMATION CONCERNING A MRS. 
(FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) KOSNOTOV 
(PHONETIC), FORMER AMERICAN NOW 
RESIDING IN THE SOVIET UNION 

Δ source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during December, 1961, advised as follows: 

In early November, 1961, the Communist Party, USA 
(CP, USA) fraternal delegation to the Twenty~Second Congress 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) which had 
been held in Moscow, Russia, during October, 1961, was visited 
y an elderly woman by the name of ,Mrs., (first name unknown) 

MAS & > IF Kosnotoy, (phonetic). Mrs. Kosnotow Ptentified herself as the 
fe of (first name unknown)fobinson, an individual who had ,,, 

at one time been affiliated.in a Law practice _in Chicago with i3- 
While practicing law withP | her 

husband had handled the firm's labor cases, 

She noted that her husband had been a personal fy SS/ /A 
friend of V. I. Lenin and at the time Lenin came to power LT} 
after the revolution, her husband had packed up the family [Δ ὁ / Lb. 
and went to the Soviet Union. They took up the name Kosnotoy τ τ --- 
after arriving in the Soviet Union. Upon arrival, Lenin | 
appointed her husband to head up one of the Soviet Far East 
Republics, Foliowing the death of Lenin and Stalin's rise 
to power, her husband was removed from his position and sub- 
sequently executed. She, herself, was placed in a concentration 
camp and was only recently released. 

The purpose for Mrs. Kosnotov's approach to the CP, 
USA fraternal delegation was in order that she might get some 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING A MRS. (FIRST NAME DOP SEGRET 
UNKNOWN) KOSNOTOV (PHONETIC), FORMER AMERICAN 
NOW RESIDING IN THE SOVIET UNION 

documentation from the delegation in order that she might 
now receive certain pension rights in the Soviet Union. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 
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Date: 12/29/61 

FBI 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL I 
(Priority or Method of Mailing} 

ee a ee re re re ee ee ee ae se .... 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

Ζ FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

Ms ti: a," 

ὯΝ 
ReCGairtel dated 12/21/61 and enclosed Letterhead 

memorandum captioned, “Information Concerning Brief Meeting 
with the Secretary, All Soviet Federation of Trade Unions, 
Moscow, November 4, 1961" and Buairtel dated 12/26/61. 

ReBuairtel requested that CG 5824-S* be recontacteéd 
for information concerning the reaction at the meeting of 
11/4/61 in Moscow of L. N. SOLOVIEV, Secretary, All Soviet 
Federation of Trade Unions, to several suggestions made at 
that time by the CP, USA participants. 

| CG 5824-S* on 12/28/61 was recontacted regarding 

this matter and advised ag. follows 50-ULGO 7 i -- 19% 
In regard to the suggestiions made by the CP, USAI yy” 

representatives at the 11/4/61 meeting, SOLOVIEV expressed 
a definite interest in these matters, He did not make any 
specific comment or recommendation regarding them at this 
time but left the impression that the Soviet Union would be 
receptive to such delegations and/or the visit of JAMES HOFFA. 

7464 708 ΚΘ — Ξοςς 
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CG 134-46, Sub B 

This fact was further evidenced by the previously 
noted information that SOLOVILY expressed willingness on his 
orn part and on the part of the All Soviet Federation of 
Trade Unions to do anything which might be of assistance 
to the CP, USA in the trade union field and to the trade 
union movement in general in the U.S. 

Therefore, it now appears that if any further 
positive action is to be taken in regard to the suggestions 
made by the CP, USA, renresentatives at this meeting, the 
CP, USL must initiate the next step by some formal and specific 
an, 

GALE 

-~ 2. 
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Date: 12/21/61 

Transmit the following in 
Mr, Trotter 

Tele, Room —.—§ 
(Type in plain text or code) 

, AIRTEL Mr. Incram.—___ 

Via Miss Gandy 

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

_ FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134~46 Sub B) BAUMBARDNER 

ou Le 
is -c Lae / 

LY Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 7 copies 
ἢ and for the New York Office 1 copy of a letterhead memorandum 

> captioned “INFORMATION CONCERNING BRIEF MEETING WITH THE 
| f SECRETARY, ALL SOVIET FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS, MOSCOW, 
ed RUSSIA, NOVEMBER 4, 1961", 

JA The information set forth in the enclosed 
letterhead memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/12/61 
to SA RICHARD Ἦν, HANSEN, 

The CP, USA, representatives who participated in 
the meeting referre i he enclosed letterhead memorandum 
were CG 5824-5* and of Baltimore, both of whom 
had been to Moscow for the purpose of attending the 22nd 
Congress, CPSU, held 10/61, 

In accordance with instructions set forth in ({; 
Bureau airtel of 9/27/61, and in order to protect the identity ὯΝ 
of this highly placed source who is furnishing information on ὁ 
a2 continuing basis in connection with the national defense 

has been classified “fep—Seeret4— Also in accordance with 
γ΄ interests of the United States, this letterhead memorandum 

εὐ 
i & Bureau airtel of 9/27/61, the enclosed letterhead memorandum ῖ 

has been shown ἘΠ τ made at Washington, Ww od G ἡ 
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SECLASSTETCATION AUTHORITY DRETVED FRO: 

BET SUTOMSATIC DPECLASSIFTCATION STDE 

DATE La-f4-+2£013 
ae out γ 

. STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 

Washingtoa, ¥. C. 
December 21, 1961 

THFORMATION CONCERNING BRIEF ἩΧΈΤΙΝΟ 
WITH THE ALL, 
FECERATION OF TRADE UNIONS, MOSCOW, 
RUSSIA, NOVEMBER ἃ, 1961 

A source, who haw furnished reliable teformation 
in the past, during December, 1961, advised as follows: 

On November 4, 1961, several representatives of 
the Communist Party, USA (Ce, USA} then in Moscow as fratersnl 
delegates to the 22nd Congress, Comauniat Party, Soviet Union 
(CPSU), which had been held in October, 1961, met with L. Ἡ, 
Soloyiev, Secretary, All Soviet Federation of Trade Unions 
{A8¥TU}, Moscow, Ruseia. 

This particular meeting was informal and brie? 
and throughout Selovier wax yory modest in hie remarks and 
in no way made any requests or demands upon the atteuding 
CP, USA, representatives. He did, Rowever, note that the 
probleme were sany and contacts were few in regard to any 
demlings between the ASFLU and the organized trade union 
movenent in the United States. 

Asoug other comments made by Soloviey ware the 
following: 

The ASFTU would like to see arranged and sent to 
the Sovlet Union a United States trade union delegation 
conmlating of five or six individuals wao might be able to 
wisit the Soviet Union for s period of several weeks around 
May Day, I9GZ. 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING SRIEF MESTING 
WiTH THE SECRETARY, ALL SOVIET 
FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS, MOSCON, 
RUSSIA, NOVEMBER 4, 1561 

The Soviet Metal Yorkere Union ὅδε already sent 
invitations to ® trade union group in the Chicage, Illinois 
ares inviting them to send a delegation of six to eight 
individuals to the Soviet Union in 1962. The xorld Federation 
oF Trade Unions ΤΌΣ aas wcheduled a meeting ta be held 
uring the period of imcember 4@16, £953, ead it wooké Go 

s@nt in connection with this PTY wmestins Juvitatlote ts a 

In addition to the already mentioned watters, « 
Soviet trade union af woodworkers has extended invitations 
to & wumber of yersons employed in the “Internatlonal 
Woodworkers Union” fed Stater to visit the Soviet | 
inion, To date, * (phonetic) of Local 95, °°. 
sad a Girst Nawe_ wet ofl . “of the po BIC 
"International Yoodworkers an’ Rave accepted such an 
invitations, Oe ee ee 

while the ASFTU was uncertain as to what to make 
of Harry Bridges, President of the International Longshorenen's 
and #arenousexesn's Union (Indenendeat}, sa ur individual, the 
Water Teaamport Union of the Soviet Union hes wads arrangements 
and is bringing to the Soviet Union a delegation employed in 
& wiailar brancs of the Bridges: Union. 

At this point, one of the attending CP, USA, 
Feprenentatives mentioned ta Seloview that Gus Hall, Generel 
Seoretary of the CP, USA, had suggested that it aight be ἃ 
good iden for the ASFTU ta invite some conservative trade 
union leaders to vielt the Soviet Union. Along tii same - 
dine, Hall had suggested that perhaps some Soviet group 
might desive ta davite a delegation from the Negro American 
imbor Counel] (NALC) to visit the Soviet Union. In the case 
Of the NALC, Hall felt that ii such a delegation was to be 
considered Savorabliy by the Soviet Union, that they be invited 
solely on the basis of their membership in the NALC rather 
than as friends of the Communist Party. A 

we Sow 



of δας 
INPORMATION CONCERNING ΒΕΙΈΣ MEPTING 
WITH THE SECRETAWY, ALL SOVIET 
FEDERATION OF TRADE UNYONS, wOSCOX, 
RUSSIA, NOVEMBER 4, 1961 | 

At this point, another participating CP, USA, 
representative mentioned that Gua Hall had also suggested 
that the Soviet Union sight desire to give consideration to 
extending ae Aueitation te JamealHofis, frevident af the 
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warshousesen._ and. εν 
settee od «οὐχ τὰ, bw νάφας be μων Undo dae Lie wien, 
uture, 

hen tala briel meeting wam concluded, soloviay 
expresned readiness an his own part and om the part of the 
ἈΕῚ to do anything that αὐ be of anaistance to tee 
cP, USA, in the trade union field and ta the trade union 
movement in general in the United Staten. 

Thin document contalus neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Yederal Bureau of Investigation. 
Lt is the property of tae Faderai Surenu of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and ite contents are not 
to be distributed outeide your agency. 
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| 
Date: 12/29/61 | 

| Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) | 

γα. AIRTEL  _——s—s§- REGISTERED MALL | 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) aa 

Remyairtel dated 12/12/61 and enclosed letterhead 
memorandum captioned, "Information Concerning Mikhail Suslov, 
a Member of the Presidium, Communist Party of the Soviet Union,” 

On 12/28/61 CG 5824-S* made the following comments 
to BA RICHARD W. HANSEN: 

Current items appearing in the international press 
emanating from Moscow, Russia, indicate there is currently being 
held in that city a Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) 
conference on ideology. According to these press reports, there 
is reportedly over 1,000 delegates attending the conference 
and that the conference itself appears to be entirely restricted | 
to the CPSU leadership. 

It is important to note from the information appearing \} 
in the press regarding this conference that LEONID F. ILYICHEV, 
a Secretary of the Central Committee of the CPSU, has made to 
date the principal ideological speech and that his remarks had | 
reportedly been given a three-fourth page coverage in "Pravda," ἰ 
the official publication of the CPSU. The fact that ILYICHEV Mie | 
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and not MIEBAIL SUSLOV, another Secretary of the Central 
Committee of the CPSU, had made the principal ideological 
speech refiects considerable substantiation to the pre- 
viously reported information that SUSLOVY is to be relegated 
to a lower and less important position in the CPSU. A 
second conclusion which might be drawn from this matter 
is that BORIS N, PONOMAREV, another Secretary of the Central 
Committee, CPSU, is not to be considered as number two nan 
in the hierarchy of the CPSU. To the contrary, the conclusion 
that must be drarn from this is that TLYICKGEV is nov playing 
a most important and a leading rolc in the ΟΡ and that he 
hes Unduibecdly tohon oyoe and Fe in ποτα at ideqlorianl 
uatters formerly handled by SUSLOV. 

The above is for info of Bureau, 

GALE 
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TO : Mr, W. CG. Sullivan pare: December 29, 1961, Jolee F 
1 — Mr. Belmont f Tole. Room 

FROM : Mr. F. J. Baumgardner ὁ i - Mr. Sullivan Condy ΠΩ͂ 
5 We 1 - Mr. Evans Santy y 

1 - Mr. Baumgardner é Bolo 

SUBJECT: T Osoro 1... Mr. Donahoe ἣ 

INTERNAL SECURITY .-ὄἕ COMMUNIST Ἰ “ Liaison 

IIc 

Pursuant to instructions of the Communist Party, USA 
(CPUSA), CG 5824-S* departed on Solo Mission 10 for Moscow, Russia, 
10/2/61 as one of the five delegates to represent the CPUSA at the 
22nd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). 
He returned from this Mission 12/5/61. Enclosure to Chicago airtel 
12/26/61 contained the following pertinent information. 

Members of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) 
delegation attending the 22nd Congress of the CPSU appealed to the 
CPUSA delegation for cooperation in connection with SUPG's propaganda 
work and attacks directed against American troops located in West 
Berlin and in all of Germany. 

Kurt Hager, an assistant to Walter Ulbricht, First Secretary, 
SUPG, stated that a Professor Norden who once lived in exile in the 
United States is now among a handful of top SUPG leaders in the German 
Democratic Republic. Norden is currently coordinating propaganda Gy 
work in the German Democratic Republic. 

Gerhart Hisler, former Comintern representative in the 
United States, plays a leading role in propaganda work in East 
Germany. On 11/21/61 Eisler was the chief speaker at a rally in 
East Berlin, at which time he attacked the United States bitterly 
for its imperialistic role in world affairs. 4 ; | fp. | 00 ~¢ AL OGL - If, 
ACTION: 9] ΓΧῚ φεῦ Δ 

962 
It is recommended that attached letters ΒΕ ΤΩ Nadiosdre 

under a “fup~feempetii classification containing pertinent infoymation 
be sent to the Honorable P. Kenneth O'Donnell, Special A Assistant to 
the President; the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; the 
Honorable John A. McCone, Director, Central Intelligence Agency; the 
Attorney General and Deputy Attorney; General ; and Lieutenant General 
Joseph F. Carroll, _Directoge ~befense 1 inkelligence Agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

Is - € 

for the New York Office one copy of an informant's stateme 
captioned, “Information Concerning the Relations of HenryaWinston 

and Wife dn Hipjle in the USSR, October-November, ἼΘΘΙ." 
2,°, MEM GER 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished 12/12/61 by CG 5824-S* to SA RICHARD W. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three stg 
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INFORMATIUN CONCERNING THE RELATIONS OF 
MENRY WINSTON AND WIFE EDNS WHILE In THE 
USSR, OCTCOBER-NOVEMBER, 1951 

When Henry Winston attended the Twonty~Second 
Congrass of the Communiat Party of the Soviet Union (CPpsi} 
du Moscow, Russis, during October, 1961, as a member of the 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) fraternal delegation, the 
Central Committee ΟΣ the CPSU arranged for his wife Edna 
and their two children to travel to the resort city of 
Gogna which is located on the Black Sea south of Sachi. 
On this trip they were accompanied by Gieca (last nane 
unknown}, a translater attending the Institute oa Foreigu 
Ἦτο Ἐϊ awe Mierset reve the Fr eyes eon te trite 2 Stes ces ἘΣ Tes 

oa diplomacy and foreign language. Olga during this tine, 
ἂν addition to serving us translator, bandled tie daily 
individual school work of the two Winston children. 

When the Winston family first arrived in Gogua, 
the rumor reportedly spread in the area +t “- 
viduals were the widow and the children of 
and, as a result, they became the subject of special atten- 
tion until it was explained who, in fact, they were. Howaver, 
due to the publicity Winston had received in the Soviet preas, 
the family was still treated as honored individuals during 
theiy stay. 

After the Congress had béen conciuded, Winston's 
Samiiy returned to Moscow. Shortly after their return, . 
Winston, during a conversation with another CP, USA, fraternal © 
delegate, stated that he was breaking up with his wife Edn: bic 
and wanted the comrades in the International Department, Central 
Comittee, CPSU, informed thet she should he sent back to the 
United States immediately. During this conversation, Winston 
nade atatenenta in which he blamed the CP, WEA for Edna's present 
attitude regarding him and the Party, claiming that it was 
neglect on the part of the Party of her during the period of 
the underground and during the days of his imprisonment which 
had brought the present situation on. According to Winston, 
only the right-wingers in the Party, Like had paid 
any attention to her. Winston stated that in his opinion he 
feit she was still politically all right. 

re ee ἰ 740 
| ΕΝ 



Knowing what the reaction of the officials of 
the Internationsl Department, Central Coumittee, CPSU, might 
be to such a sudden request on the part of Winstor, the CP, 
USA fraternal delegate requested Winston not to rush the 
matter of his wife's return. However, shortly thereafter, 
the saue CP, USA representative contacted Nikolai Vladimirovich 
Mostovets, Head of the North and South American Section of the 
International Department, Central Committees, CPSU, and his 
asgistant, Aleksei. Andreeyich Grechukhin. They were informed 
of Winston's request and both of these individusls were 
"shocked" by the marital breakup of the Winstons. They 
requented that every effort be made by the €P, USA, fraternal 
delegation to convince Wington to raconsider the matter. 

ede hed "πρὶ Se ay ee my πᾶς 

and family in Moscow. 

On Movember 7, 1961, Kdna Winston met with a nomber 
of the CP, USA fraternal delegation and informed him that sha 
herself now desired to leave the Soviet Union a8 soon na 
possible, She stated she would not attempt another reconciliation 
with her husband. She described him as extremely difficult to 
live with and that the two of them had entirely different concepts 
ax to the manner of raising the children. According to Edna, 
Henry Winaton did not know the children and the children did 
not know him aw a father; yet, he persisted in his demand for 
a etern arm in family dealings with them. She claimed to have 
attempted unsuccessfully to discuss their marital problems 
with her husband but that he would not listen ta her. Although 
Renry Winston bad put enphasia on the Party's neglect of hex 
as the current basis for their marital problems, Edna stated 
positively that this was incorrect though she does personally 
feel that many Party people are inhuman ox subhuman in their 
actions and dealings with other individuals. 

Edna Winston on the same date also spoke to Elizabeth 
Gurley Flynn on the same matter. After this conversation, 
she noted that she wax of the opinion that it would be best 
aor both Edna and Mdenry Winston if Edna returned to the United 

ater. 
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Accordingly, ἃ request was made to Mostovets and 
Grechukhin of the North and South American Section, Inter 
wational Department, Central Committee, CPSU, fox immediate 
transportation frou the Soviet Union to the United States 
for Edna and the twa children. This wax accomplished and 
in a matter of several days Edna Wineton and the children 
Left Moscow. ρου their departure trou Moscow, they were 
presented by the CP8U with numerous gifts of ail types. 

, [ister, Henry Winston stated that the Russiens bad also 
ἰ { furnished his wife Edna with a sum of mondy, amount unknown, 
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το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) : 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ase ee 

ed i Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 7 copies 
and for the New York Office 1 copy of a letterhead memorandum 5 
captioned "INFORMATION CONCERNING THE MARRIAGE OF 510 

ἘΝ MOSCOW, RUSSIA, OCTOBER, 1961", aT, 

The information set forth in the enclosed 
letterhead memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/12/61 
to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

In accordance with instructions set forth in Bureau 
airtel of 9/27/61, and in order to protect the identity of 
this highly placed source who is furnishing information on 
a continuing basis in connection with the national defense 
interests of the United States, this letterhead memorandum 
has been classified Ufep—seeret* Also in accordance with 
Bureau airtel of 9/27/61, the enclosed letterhead memorandu AY 
has been shown as bein made at Washington, D, C, & B 2 4 a Vice 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

onWen STATES DEPARTMENT OF 4φΦ. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 
December 21, 1961 

Ce 

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE 
MARRIAGE OF MARY PATTERSON 
IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, OCTOBER, 
1961 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during December, 1961, advised as foliows: 

. pes. 
1961, just prior to the_22nd -C6neress In October, 

of the Communis 
the daughter of “Lh. 
Communist Party of- New York, was married in Moscow, "Russia. 

The groom was C7 (phonetic), 
a Cuban Negro... Both the bride an e groom, prior to the 6 
marriage, were enrolled as students in the Patrice Lumumba bY 
Friendship of the Peoples University, : Moscow, Russia, and 
intend to continue their studies at this school, _ U2 FRA 

It was also learned at this time that in connection 
with [fs enrollment as a student in the Patrice Lumumba 
Friendship of the Peoples University, she is not entered as a 
United States student but is entered under the designation 
"African", 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ie | 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 7 copies 

and for the New York Office 1 copy of a letterhead memorandum 
captioned ‘INFORMATION CONCERNING AN APPEAL FOR COOPERATION 
BETWEEN THE SOCIALIST UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY AND COMMUNIST 
PARTY, USA, IN REGARD TO PROPAGANDA ACTIVITY AGAINST THE 
UNITED STATES", 

The information set forth in the enclosed roel 
memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-—S* on 12/11 and 20/61, 
SA RICHARD W, HANSEN, ΩΝ 

In accordance with instructions set forth in Bureau. } Se 
airtel of 9/27/61, and in order to protect the identity of Note 
this highly placed source who is furnishing information on δ. 
a continuing basis in connection with the national defense A i 
interests of the United States, this letterhead memorandum pote 
has been classified τ ", Also in accordance with a 
Bureau airtel of 9/27/61, the enclosed totter head memorandum 
has been shown as being made at 50 (ἢ 
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File No. 
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ΠΣ ntxa, Co Committee of the 8 
Ulbricht, First Secretary of the SUPG, informed a CP, USA, 

Washington, D. C. 
December 26, 1961 

MO st 

INFORMATION CONCERNING AN APPEAL FOR 
COOPERATION BETWEEN THE SOCIALIST UNITY 
PARTY OF GERMANY AND COMMUNIST PARTY, 
USA, IN REGARD TO PROPAGANDA ACTIVITY 
AGAINST THE UNITED STATES 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during December, 1961, advised as follows: 

During the course of the 22nd Congress, Communist 
Party, Soviet Union (CPSU) held in Moscow, Russia, during 
October, 1961, members of the fraternal delegation from the 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) spoke several times 
to the head of thé Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) fraternal 
delegation during which times they made appeals to the 
American comrades for cooperation in connection with their 
propaganda work and attacks directed against American troops 
located in West Berlin as well as all of Germany 

ALIS SMNITY ΓᾺ BIN. at GERM γα, 
er; a, Secretary of the | 

an Assistant to Walter 
On one cccastor, ἄρ! 

fraternal delegate to the Congress that if it were possible 
for a CP, USA, representative to get to the German Democratic 
Republic on his return to the United States, it had been 
arranged that in addition to handling his offici 1, Party 
business that he would also meet with ofessor Norden 
Professor Norden is a member of the Politburo of the SUPG o> ERMAN 
who once lived in exile in the United States and is currently 
among & handful of top SUPG leaders, Worden is currently co- 
ordinating propaganda work in the German Democratic Republic 
as it relates to the United States, It was also stated by 

PLENBER MEEK IE THE PoljTBuRG of THE .- Bac  ΒΤΊΩΜΗγ Ὄ of FER MANY 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING AN APPEAL FOR 
COOPERATION BETWEEN THE SOCIALIST UNITY 
PARTY OF GERMANY AND COMMUNIST PARTY, 
USA, IN REGARD TO PROPAGANDA ACTIVITY 
AGAINST THE UNITED STATES 

/Hager that a discussion would be arranged also with Gerhart 
"ἢ. 2isler, who is now playing a prominent role in propaganda 

“j' work related tc the United States based on his knowledge 
of United States problems. 

subsequentiy-“it" was learned that on November 21, 
1961, Gerhart Eisler in his role in regard to propaganda 
work related to the United States, had been the chief speaker 
at a rally in Hast Berlin Germany at which he had come out 
with the full support of the SUPG as related to the defense 
of the CP, USA, and at the same time had attacked the USA | 
bitterly for its imperialist role in world affairs, 

This document contains néither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency, 
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DATE lO-G4-2032 

Date: 12/27/61 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

i 
tt 

1 “7 Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 7 copies and for 
New York 1 copy of a letterhead memorandum captioned, "“Informa- 
tion Concerning the 40th Anniversary Celebration of the 
Communist Party of Chile.” 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
menorandum appeared in a document furnished by the_CP of Chile 
to the CP, USA fraternal delegation to the 22nd Congress of th 
CPSU held in Moscow, Russia, 10/61. The document, which was 
printed in the Spanish language, had been furnished by ιν 
CG 5824-S* on 12/6/61 to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. This document 
was subsequently transmitted to the Bureau for translation and 
copies of the translation were furnished to Chicago by Buairtel 
dated 12/22/61. 

In accordance with instructions set forth in Buairtel 
| of 9/27/61 and in order to protect the identity of this highly 
| placed source who is furnishing information, on a contsnuing 
| basis, essential to the national defense interest of the U.S 

the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified ΣΟ ὦ 
! Also, in accordance with above Buairtel of 9/27/61, 

the letterhead memorandum has been et as having been made at 
Washington, D. C, Cl “ 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

on STATES DEPARTMENT OF ©. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

January 2, 1962 WASHINGTON 25, D. G 

Tile No, File No rs] 

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE 40TH 
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION OF THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHILE 

"Dear Comrades: 

"We have the pleasure of informing you that on 
January 2, 1962, the Communist Party of Chile will celebrate 
its 40th anniversary. 

"Because of this anniversary we are preparing a 
long program of festivities: political demonstrations, 
cultural, artistic and sports demonstrations, etc, These 
festivities will take place beginning January 10 and will 
culminate in the main meeting to be held on January 21. 

"In order to give greater prestige to our anniversary 
festivities we have the pleasure of inviting a delegation from 
your fraternal Party. It would be a great satisfaction to us 
to receive a delegation from your Party in the festivities 
commemorating our 40th anniversary. 

"The commemoration of the 40th anniversary ofour 
Party will be a celebration not only for the working class 
and the people of Chile, but will aiso be full of profound 
meaning for the international proletariat and will mean the 
reaffirmation of the principles of Marxism-Leninism, 

"If it is not possible to send a delegation we 
request that you send greetings. 

ira . 
Luis;jCorvalan fact 

Secretary General oe 
Communist Party of Chile” 

mK 
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In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ, C. 
File No, 

ANTHORITY DERBIVED FROM: 

x - 

un STATES DEPARTMENT OF Φ.. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

——- December 27, 1961 

GoR-SEPRET 

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE 40TH 
ν᾽ ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION OF THE 

COMMONIST PARTY OF CHILE 

Δ source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during December, 1961, advised as follows: 

Set forth below is the text of a document issued 
during October, 1961, over the name of(Luis Corvalan, 
Secretary General, Communist Party of Chile; | 

"Dear Comrades: 

"We have the pleasure of informing you that on 
January 2,.1962, the Communist Party of Chile will celebrate 
its 40th anniversary. 

"Because of this anniversary we are preparing a 
long program of festivities: political demonstrations, 
cultural, artistic and sports demonstrations, etc, These 
festivities will take place beginning January 10 and will 
culminate in the main meeting to be held on January 21. 

"In order to give greater prestige to our anniversary 
festivities we have the pleasure of inviting a delegation from 
your fraternal Party. It would be a great satisfaction to us 
to receive a delegation from your Party in the festivities 
commemorating our 40th anniversary. 

"The commemoration of the 40th anniversary of our 
Party will be a celebration not only for the working class 
and the people of Chile, but will also be full of profound 
meaning for the international proletariat and will mean the 
reaffirmation of the principles of Marxism-Leninisn, 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING THE 40TH whi T 
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION OF THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHILE 

"Tf it is not possible to send a delegation we 
request that you send greetings." . 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is Loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not. 
to be distributed outside your agency. 
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TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) . re 
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} 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies 
and for New York one copy of a letterhead memorandum captioned, 
"Information Concerning XII National Ordinary Congress of the 
Comunist Party of Chile, March 13-18, 1962," 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum appeared in a document furnished by the_CP of Chile 
to the CP, USA fraternal delegation to the 22nd Congress of the 
CPSU held in Moscow, Russia, 10/61. The document, which was 
printed in the Spanish language, had been furnished by CG 5824-S 
on 12/6/61 to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. This document was subse- 
quently transmitted to the Bureau for’ translation and copies ν) 
of the translation were furnished to Chicago by Buairtel dated: 
12/22/61. 

In accordance with instructions set forth in Buairtel 
of 9/27/61 and in order to protect the identity of this highly 
placed source who is furnishing information, on a continuing 
basis, essential to the national defense interest of the U,58., 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified 

* Also, in accordance with above Buairtel of 9/27/61, 
the letterhead memorandum bas been shown as having been made 
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Wop STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

January 2, 1962 

File No. 5 ET 

INFORMATION CONCERNING XII NATIONAL 
ORDINARY CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF CHILE, MARCH 13-18, 1962 

During the period March 13-18, 1962, the Communist 
Party of Chile will hold its XII National Ordinary Congress 
and in regard thereto, the following agenda has been formulated: 

"1. Report of the Central Committee on the work 
achieved since the XI Congress; the new tasks and perspectives 
and changes in the Party's progran., 

"Speaker: Luis{Corvalan, Secretary General. 

"2, Strengthening the organization, unity and 
combativify of the union movement in the struggle for new 
economicvand social gains, 

"Speaker: oscarpiStuditto, 

"3. The perfecting of our Statutes, 
ee ́ ᾿ 

pi “Speaker: Rafaelfcortes. 

pile "4, Election of the Central Committee," 

‘ In connection with this Congress, the Communist 
Party of Chile is requesting the presence at this Congress 
of fraternal delegations from other Communist and Workers 
Parties of the world. In those cases where fraternal 
delegations from other countries would be unable to attend, 
such Parties are requested to submit a message of greeting 
to the XII National Ordinary Congress of the Communist Party 
of Chile. ° . 
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MATE 20-04-2021 

. STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. Cy 

File No. December 27, 1961 

wor ok 
INFORMATION CONCERNING ATL NATIONAL 

“ ORDINARY CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF CHILE, MARCH 13-18, 1962 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
Σ in the past, advised as follows during December, 1961: 

During the period March 1318, 1962, the Communist 
, Party of Chile will hold its XII National Ordinary Congress 

and in regard thereto, the following agenda has been formulated: 

"1. Report of the Central Committee on the work 
achieved since the KI Congress; the new tasks and perspectives 
and changes in the Party's program. 

"Speaker: Luis Corvalan, Secretary General. 

"2. Strengthening the organization, unity and 
combativity of the union movement in the struggle for new 

economic and social gains. 

"Speaker: Oscar Astudillo. 

"3. The perfecting of our Statutes, 

"Speaker: Rafael Cortes, 

"4, Election of the Central Committee.” 

In connection with this Congress, the Communist 
Party of Chile is requesting the presence at this Congress 
of fraternal delegations from other Communist and Workers 
Parties of the world. In those cases where fraternal 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING XII NATIONAL whe See 
ORDINARY CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY CF CHILE, MARCH 13-18, 1962 

delegations from other countries would be unable to attend, 
such Parties are requested to submit a message of greeting 
to the XIT National Ordinary Congress of the Communist Party 
of Chile. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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FBI 

Date: 12/27/61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vi AIRTEL | 
a, 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

eee ee ee Lou ye 7) 
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) / pe 

f. 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) δι «, 
οὐ ἘΣ we ἐπ 
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b Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 7 copies 
and for the New York Office 1 copy of a letterhead memorandum 
captioned "CONTENTS OF THE GREETING PREPARED BY THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF BRAZIL TO THE 22ND CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, 
SOVIET UNION, HELD MOSCOW, RUSSIA, OCTOBER, 1961", 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum appeared in a document furnished by the fraternal 
delegation of the CP of Brazil to the CP, USA, fraternal 
delegation, among others, in attendance at the 22nd Congress 
of the CPSU held during 10/61, The document, which was 
printed in the Portugese language, was furnished by CG 5824.5* 
on 12/6/61, to SA RICHARD W, HANSEN and a photostatic copy 
was forwarded to the Bureau for translation, A copy of the 
completed translation was furnished to Chicago by Bureau ᾿ 
airtel dated 12/22/61, 

Ἔ «In accordance with instructions set forth in Bureau 
airtel of9/27/61, and in order to protect the identity of 

| this“highl¥ placed source who is furnishing information on a 
continuing basis in connection with the national defense 
interests -of the United States, this letterhead memorandum 
has -been classified “Zep & *, Also in accordance with 
Burgau airtel of 9/27/61, “the enclosed,letterhead memorandum 
hasbeen ‘shown as being made at Washint top, Ὁ. Ὁ, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer ta January 2 ̓ 1962 WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

File No. Sager 

CONTENTS OF THE GREETING PREPARED BY THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL TO THE 22ND 
CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, SOVIET 
UNION, HELD MOSCOW, RUSSIA, OCTOBER, 1961 

"To the XXII Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

"Dear Comrades: 

"The communists of Brazil, certain of expressing the 
sentiments of the working class of Brazil and of all our people 
who follow with ardent admiration the march of the Soviet people 
in the construction of a new society, send warm and fraternal 
greetings to the XXII Congress of the Communist Party of the 

Soviet Union. 

"The XXII Congress of your heroic Party, the 
vanguard of the world labor movement and the standard-bearer 
of triumphant Marxism-Leninism, constitutes a historic event 

yoo ~ ψαδο7,.-. [146 
ENCLOSURE 



CONTENTS OF THE GREETING PREPARED BY THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL TO THE 22ND 
CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, SOVIET 
UNION, HELD MOSCOW, RUSSIA, OCTOBER, 1961 

of exceptional significance, signals a new and grandiose 
advance of Soviet society in the building of communism, and 
represents a fountain of inspiration for the workers of those 
countries suffering the yoke of capital (sic) in the struggle 
for the abolition of exploitation of man by man, 

"In elaborating its third program - the Program for 
the Building of Communism = the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union knowingly analyzes the gigantic experiment of building 
socialism, bases itself on the teachings which have come about 
from the experiences of the world revolutionary movement in 
the course of the various decades, and fixes the historic 
goais which represent the entrance of humanity into a new era - 
the era of communism, Thanks to the seifless struggle of the 
Soviet people, of the workers and the poor of the whole world; 
thanks to the firm direction of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union and of the world communist movement, this will 
become a reality accessible to our generation = the great 
dream of the human mind, a society of equality and justice 
for all - a communist society. 

"This profound meaning of your XXII Congress makes 
the thoughts and hopes of millions of progressive men and women 
the world over turn to Moscow at this time, The workers and 
the people of Brazil, who are fighting for their national 
independence from imperialist domination and who hope for 
peace, democracy and social progress, follow with emotion 
and sympathy the work of your Congress and your tireless 
activity in the noble cause of communism. 

"For us communists, the resolutions of your Congress 
will constitute, once again, a new and mighty contribution to 
the ideological strengthening of our ranks = a decisive factor 
for victory in the struggle we are waging for peace, democracy 
and socialism. 

wa gy 
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CONTENTS OF THE GREETING PREPARED BY THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL TO THE 22ND 
CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, SOVIET 
UNION, HELD MOSCOW, RUSSIA, OCTOBER, 1961 

*Long Live the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
which is leading the grandiose ideas of Marxism-Leninism to 
victory! 

"Long Live the glorious Soviet people, who are 
marching at the head of humanity in the building of a ‘[ 
communist society! 

WA 

tts/ Luis Carlo estes" 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. Washington, Ὁ, C. 
Deceuber 27, 1961 

CONTENTS OF THE GREETING PREPARED BY THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF BHAZTL TO THE 29ND 
CONGRESS OF THE COMMU'YIST PARTY, SOVIET 
UNION, HELD MOSCOW, RUSSIA, OCTOBER, 1961 

A gource, who han furainhed reliable information 
in the past, during December, 1931, advised ax follows, 

Jn connection with the 22nd Congress of the 
Communist Party, Soviet Union (C?SU) held in Moscow, Russia, 
during October, 1961, the various Communiat and Workers 
Partion who bad fraternal delegations present prepared and 
submitted greetings to the CPSU on the occasion of this 
Congress, The text of the greeting prepaxved by the Comauntst 
Party of Braxil and subsequently made available by the fraternal 
delegation of the Communist Party of Brasil was as follows: 

"Yo the XXXII Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

"Dear Comrades: 

ι΄ "πα communists of Brazil, certain of expressing the 
sentinents of the working class of Brazii and of 212 owr people 
whe follow with ardent adairation the march of the Soviet people 
in the construction of a new society, send warm und fraternal 
greetings to the XXII Congrest 02 the Communist Party of the 

wie Ol. 

"She XXIX Congress of your herole Party, the 
vanguard of the world lahor aovenent and the standard-bearer 
Of telumphant Marxiem-Leninisn, constitutes « historic svent 
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CONTENTS OF THY GREETING PREPARII BY ΤῊΝ 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL TO THY 22ND 
CONGRESS ΟΣ THE COMMUNIST PARTY, SOVIET 
UNION, HELD MOSCOW, RUSSIA, UCTOWER, 1962 

oF exceptional significance, wip wis 2 new and grandiose 
advance of Soviet society in the building of comaunisn, and 
represents a Yountain of inepirs sien for the workers of those 
countries suffering the yoke of capital (sie) in the struggle 
for the abolition of expioitatio.: of ake by man, 

"In elaborating ite tiird program = the Provran for 
the Building of Communiae « the Jomaunist Party of the Soviet 
Union knowlagly analyzes the giguntic experinent of buliding 
saclalian, bases itself on the toachings which have cone about 
from the expertences of the worl.l revolutionary movement is 
the course of the various decade::, and fixes the historic 
gonls which represent the entrance of humanity into 5 new era ~ 
the ere of communism, Thanks te the selfless struggle of the 
Noviet people, of the workers ant the poor of the whole world: 
thanks to the firm diraction of “he Communiat Party of tha 
Soviet Union aud of the world cousunisat movement, thiw will 
become 8. reality accesaible to ou generation « the great 
iroan of the μη mind, a soclecy of equality and justice 
for 2i1 κα communiat society, 

“This profound meaniny of your XXII Congres? makes 
the thoughts and hope of millioss of progressive mea and women 
the world over turn to Moscow at this tiee. The vorkera and 
the people of Brazil, who are fi ας for thelz national 
dndependence from imperialiat dowination and «ho bape fas 
peace, democracy and acclal progress, follow with eastion 
aad syapathy the work af your Coigress and your tireless 
activity in the noble cause of communion, 

“For us comaumiagtes, tis resolutions of youw Congress 
will constitute, once again, § naw and mighty contribution to 
the ideological strengthening of our ranks ~ 4a decisive factor 
for victory in the struggle we πε waging for peace, desecracy 
nnd socialisn, 
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CONTENTS OF THE GAEFTING PREPARE]: BY THE 
COMMUNIED PARTY OF BHAZIL TO THE 22ND 
CONGHESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, SOVIET 

“Lowe live the Coauniat Party of the Soviet Union, 
whieh is leading the grandiose ἃ jess of MarxismeLeninisn to 
wie tory 

"Long live the giogrde is Soviet people, wha ars 
mirching at the bead of Aumaity in the building of ἃ 
chanunist society! 

τ inis Carlos 2reatesa” 

This docunert conthin: saelther recommendations 
hor conclusions of the Federal, Bureau of Investigation, 
It is the property of the Fecdern | Bureau of Investigation 
and in lonned to your agency; it and ite contents are not 
to be distributed outelde your agency. 
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Date: 12/28/61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vi AIRTEL 
15 

(Priority or Method of Mailing} 

| TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

| ih FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Goro 
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f,' 

σ΄ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 7 copies 
and for the New York Office 1 copy of, a letterhea os enorandun 
captioned "SPEECH OF COMRADE GERALDO;-RODRIGUE DOSASANTOS, A 

| MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL DIRECTORATE OF THE “COMMUNTST PARTY_OF. 

i 
i 

LTO THE 22ND CONGRESS, COMMUNIST ‘PARTY, SOVIET UNION, 
WOSCoW, RUSSIA, OCTOBER, | 1961". 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum appeared in a document furnished by the fraternal 
delegation of the CP of Brazil to the CP, USA, fraternal 
delegation, among others, in attendance at the 22nd Congress 
of the CPSU held during 10/61, The document, which was printed 
in the Portugese language, was furnished by CG 5824-5* on 
12/6/61, to SA RICHARD ἡ, HANSEN and a photostatic copy was 
forwarded to the Bureau for translation, A copy of the completed 
translation was furnished to Chicago by Bureau airtel dated 

OU τα πο tw ev τάς Hf --Ἴ7Ὁ 
In accordance with instructions set forth in Bureau 

airtel of 9/27/61, and in order to protect the identity of this 
highly placed source who is furnishing information on 8. continuing) 
basis in connection with the national defense interests of the 
United States, this letterhead memorandum has been classified 

. Also in accordance with Bureau airtel of 9/27/61, 
the enclosed letterhdad memorandum has been shown as being made 
at Washington, D, ‘ES 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
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File No. Washington, D. C, 

December 28, 1961° 

φ Be 

HV gtenen OF COMRADE GERALDO RODRIGUE 
DOS SANTOS, A MEMBER OF “THE NATIONAL 
DIRECTORATE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
BRAZIL_TO_THE 22ND. CONGRESS, , COMMUNIST 
PARTY, SOVIET UNION, MOSCOW, RUSSIA, 
OCTOBER, 1961 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during December, 1961, advised as follows: 

In connection with the 22nd Congress of the 
Communist Party, Soviet Union (CPSU) held in Moscow, Russia, 
during October, 1961, representatives of the various Communist 
and Workers Parties with fraternal delegations present addressed 
the Congress. Among such fraternal delegates who spoke was 
Comrade Geraldo Rodrigue dos Santos, a member of the National 
Directorate of the Communist Party of Brazil, The text of the 
dos Santos speech was subsequently made available by the Communist 
Party of Brazil and is set forth below: 

"Dear Comrades: 

"The Brazilian communists are sincerely grateful to 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (PCUS) and its Central 
Committee, headed by Comrade Khrushchev, for having the honor 
of being invited to send a fraternal delegation to the XXII 
Congress of the glorious Party of Lenin, It is with happiness 
and pride that we attend the meeting of the most important of 
all congresses ever realized in the sector of the world worker 
and communist movement -- the congress which opens 2 new era in 
the history of humanity with the approval of a program for 
communist education. 

on π nerrn 
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SPEECH OF COMRADE GERALDO RODRIGUE 
DOS SANTOS, A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL 
DIRECTORATE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
BRAZIL TO THE 22ND CONGRESS, COMMUNIST 
PARTY, SOVIET UNION, MOSCOW, RUSSIA, 
OCTOBER, 1961 

“The report of the budget of the Central Committee 
of the PCUS and the report on the proposed program, presented 
by Comrade Khrushchev, are documents notable for their 
Scientific profundity, for the clearness and the vivacity 
with which they reflect the essence of the complicated problens 
examined therein, 

"The Brazilian communists deeply suffered the 
consequences of personality cult, dogmatism and sectarianism, 
It was due to the conclusions of the XXII Congress of the PCUS 
that a broad change was made in criticism and self-criticism 
within our ranks, permitting us to arrive at a new political 
line in keeping with the present stage of the Brazilian 
revolution, which is anti~imperialist and antifeudal, and in 
keeping with the re-establishment of the principles and norms 
of Marxism-Leninism which were being violated, We therefore 
feel ourselves particularly identified with our Soviet comrades 
when, in this XXII Congress, supported by the gigantic successes 
of recent years, you reaffirm your faithfulness to the new out- 
look of historical importance adopted by the XXII Congress of 
the PCUS against personality cult and its harmful consequences; 
against revisionism and dogmatism; in favor of the safeguarding 
of the purity of Marxism-Leninism; in defense of the inter- 
nationalism of the proletariat; and in defense of the unity of 
the world communist movement, 

"We believe, together with the communists of all 
other countries, that the freedom and equality of rights of 
the Communist and Labor Parties are inseparable from their 
solidarity and equality of duties, To have differences of 
opinion is a right, but this right is inseparable from the duty 
of rigorously observing the remarks and conclusions worked out 
collectively with relation to the theoretical questions and the 



SPEECH OF COMRADE GERALDO RODRIGUE 
DOS SANTOS, A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL 
DIRECTORATE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
BRAZIL TO THE 22ND CONGRESS, COMMUNIST 
PARTY, SOVIET UNION, MOSCOW, RUSSIA, 
OCTOBER, 1961 

poe 

general objectives which we have in common, The PCUS has 
exenplified the responsible understanding of the duty of all 
of us to make it clear that we do not admit disrespect for 
the principles and norms of Marxism-Leninism which constitute 
the basis of the unity of the world communist movement, We 
make our own the appeal of the international proletariat of 
the PCUS for the leaders of the Labor Party of Albania to 
return to its former position, thus maintaining itself 4 part 
of the great united communist family and within the world 
socialist community. 

"The planned program of the PCUS was translated 
into Portugese in Brazil and legally spread throughout the 
whole country by our communist press, Tens of thousands of 
children of the poor read it or heard of its plans in public 
demonstrations promoted by communists, The communist leaders, 
headed by Comrade Luis Carlos Prestes, will study and discuss 
the planned program and will give it their unanimous support, 
We in Brazil shall keep the program approved by the XXII 
Congress of the PCUS ever present and fully known throughout 
the country. 

"The working class and the other revolutionary 
and progressive forces of the Brazilian nation, which learned 
to admire and love the brother people of the Soviet Union 
because of their great socialist achievements in the field 
of economy, science, technology, culture and the well-being 
of the masses, will see in each new success of the building 
of communism in the USSR, a powerful aid to their own struggle 
for national liberty, democracy, peace and socialisn, 

"In April of this year, large masses of the working 
class, the popular comrades and student youths, communists, 
workers and socialists, men and women from ali political 
parties, filled the streets in support of nationalist 
parliamentarians and outstanding democratic leaders, among 
them the most outstanding figures of the Brazilian intelligentsia, 
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SPEECH OF COMRADE GERALDO RODRIGUE 
DOS SANTOS, A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL 
DIRECTORATE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
BRAZIL TO THE 22ND CONGRESS, COMMUNIST 
PARTY, SOVIET UNION, MOSCOW, RUSSIA, 
OCTOBER, 1961 

in demonstrations in support of the glorious Cuban Revolution 
of Fidel Castro which has been attacked by mercenaries employed 
by Yankee imperialism, Recruiting stations were cpened in 
several places in the country and within the first twenty-four 
hours the leaders of the National Students Union announced the 
enrollment of thousands of citizens ready to take up arms in 
defense of the sovereignty of Cuba. 

"The great political upheaval which agitated Brazil 
at the end of August and the beginning of September of this 
year culminated in the defeat of the coup plotted by North 
America, The object of this coup was to bar the continued 
process of the democratic and patriotic struggles of our 
peoples and was particularly aimed at hindering the re- 
establishment of diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union, 
the People's Republic of China and other countries of the 
socialist camp, It was also aimed at breaking the policies 
which defend self-determination in Cuba, As a resuit of the 
threatened overlooking of the Constitution and the barring of 
the inauguration of Joao Goulart, the legal substitute for 
Janio Quadros, who resigned as President of the Republic, 
there was unleashed in the country, in defense of democratic 
legality and through the efforts of Goulart, the most vigorous 
and extensive mass movement ever known in the history of the 
nation in which the outstanding role was played by the working 
class under the unifying direction of the communists and 
Laborites, 

tIn the face of this mass movement the planners of 
the coup were obliged to withdraw. Now the rightist bourgeois 
parties have achieved a compromise solution by instituting, 
without notifying the people, a parliamentarian system of 
government, The democratic process, far from being interrupted, 



SPEECH OF COMRADE GERALDO RODRIGUE 
DOS SANTOS, A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL 
DIRECTORATE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
BRAZIL TO THE 22ND CONGRESS, COMMUNIST 
PARTY, SOVIET UNION, MOSCOW, RUSSIA, 
OCTOBER, 1961 

was raised to ἃ new level, The movement of the masses gained 
reater vigor, The working class has just won 8. new increase 

in minimum salary and is fighting for a general increase in 
salaries and in family salaries (sic), The farming masses, 
with the support of the proletariat and other progressive 
forces, are demanding 2a radical agrarian reform, A campaign 
is being waged to suspend the sending of profits earned by 
imperialist enterprises abroad, The communists themselves 
are undertaking a great campaign to restore the Party to its 
legal position by registering the Party as the Communist 
Party of Brazil, 

"The victory of the people over the imperialist 
coup in Brazil, incited by the provocations of North America 
in relation to the German problem, constituted, doubtlessly, 
a contribution to the cause of world peace, At the same time 
the Brazilian position defending self~determination for Cuba 
and the re-establishment of relations with the Soviet Union 
and other socialist countries was maintained and strengthened, 

"Permit me, comrades, to read the message which 
the Brazilian communists, through Comrade Luis Carlos Prestes, 
addressed to the XXII Congress of the glorious Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union," 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency, 



SAC, Chicago (134-46, Sub B) | January 5, 1962 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

Ὁ 

ReCGairtel 12/27/61 setting forth information 
received from CG 5824h=8*, This information revealed that 
officials of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (CPCZ) 
ar neerning a young Ameritan couple by the name be 
Ὁ from Seattle, Washington, who have recently pic 
arrived in Cgschoslovakia and who indicated that they 
desired asylum, The CPGZ knew nothing concerning these 
β:ΌΡΙ: ani dcsirci ths Communist Party, TSA, to furnish 
the OPGZ with information concerning the as 
Soon 85 possible. 

Chicago should question informant as to whether 
or not he discussed this matter with Gus Hall, the reaction 
of Hail to the discussion and whet . 1 mad2 any 
statements which would identify the 

For your information there is no one on the 
dex or the Reserve Index by the name of 

The Seattle Office has been requested to 
attempt to identify this couple. 
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SAC, Chicago (134-46, Sub B) January 5, 1962 

Director, FEI (100428091) 

oo 
S010 

is -c¢ 

* 

ReCGairtel 12/26/61 with letterhead memorandum 
setting forth information received from CG 5824-s*, This 
Letterhead revealed that the Communist Party, Soviet Union 
was interested in having the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
contact various Azmorican film makers who might be interestad . 
in undortaking tho preparation of a documentary film on Cube, 
Any film maker who was interested in this project was to be 
iustructed by the CPOSA to contact an individual in Paris, 
PANC 26 

Chicago should determine from CG 5824=S* whethor 
or not this matter was discussed with Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, GCPUSA, and Hall's comments or reaction thereto. 
In addition, Chicago and New York should follow this matter 
through CG 5824—S* and NY 694-S*, as well as with logical 
sources to determine what action the CPUSA will take. 

Any positive information in this regard should be 
submitted under the caption “Cuban Propaganda Activities, 
Internal Security - Cuba." 
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ΕΟ ΘΙ ἘΤΈΛΤΙΟΝ AUTHORITY DRETVED FROM: 

AUTOCRATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE ot ᾿ -- 

DATE 169 0 8 π50}}} | 

Fa ae 

ἢ Ws. Tolson____. | 
ἔ Wir. Belmont 

| 
| 

i wr. Mehr— ᾿ 

. | Ε Mr. Callahan—— § 

PBI pee ce Pir. Conrad —— ὔ ἢ 

| 
| 
| 
| 

i Bir. DeLeach --— 

Ἂν ᾿ iar. Evens. 

Date: 12/26/61 EC 2 : i Reva. ω : 
i '. i Mr, Rowm.—— | 

Transmit the following in - . 5 ἐδ ate en | 

ype in plain text or code > am ih aan 

Vic____ AIRTEL “aucromensn ware, susp 7 WP | Pele, Roem | 
Inrre πα ΝΟΝ 

hin. 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) Miss Coney το 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) \ 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (184-46, Sub B) 
- at 

| “Bono 2 a) Ε 

at “is -c¢ Due ( \ 

a t 

ve | Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies 
aA and for New York one copy of a letterhead memorandum captioned, 

“{nformation Concerning a Desire of the Communist Party of the 
noviet Union to Secure the Identity of United States Film 
Makers who Might Be Interested in Preparing a Documentary 
Film on Cuba." 

The information contained in the enclosed Letterhead 

menorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/9/61 to SA RICHARD 
W. HANSEN, 

of 9/27/61 and in order to protect the identity of this highly 
placed source who is furnishing information, on a continuing 
basis, essential to the national defense interest of the U._5., 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified 

" Also, win accordance with above Buairtel, this letter- 
head nae as been shown as having been made at Washington, 
RD. Ὁ, 
[nee ved, por Ey OSURE £ GALE 
ξ Bureau (Enc. 7) (RM) (AMSD) 
-New York (100-134637) (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM) (ANSD) 

| 1-Chicago (er? 

RVH: MDW Cll 
(5) 5 " 

| al 

L yan 14 1968) ᾧ fre FEBPOLL-IT9F ς ϑἽΓ---- 
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DECLASSIFICAT f AOTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

AUTOMATIC 3 ECLASSTFICaETION GUITE 

4TH ib-O4-2021 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No, 

December 26, 1961 

OP $ 

INFORMATION CONCERNING A DESIRE OF THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION TO 
SECURE THE IDENTITY OF UNITED STATES 
FILM MAKERS WHO MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN 
PREPARING A DOCUMENTARY FILM ON CUBA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during December, 1961, furnished the following: 

In November, 1961, Nikolai Vladimirovich Mostovets, 
Head of the North and South American Section of the Inter- 
national Department of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU); and his assistant, Aleksei 
Andreevich Grechukhin, stated that the CPSU was interested 
in having the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) contact various 
American film makers who might be interested in the undertaking 
of the preparation of a documentary film on Cuba. - Any film 
maker who was found interested in this project should be 
instructed by the CP, USA to contact the following person: 

Ἀ 

Joris*Ivens 
670 R, Pigaut— 
7@ Rue Du Bac 
Paris 7, France 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 

wl dyer 

[0O-L 2-80 F/~VIV 
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FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) 

Date: 12/29/61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

γι. ATRTEL ΒΕΘΤΥΒΤΕ | 
{Priority or Method of Maiiing) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
Ino 

oat Ic 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) () j mies 

7 souo ς ὃ 
ΤΩ πο 

ReCGairtel dated 12/18/61 and enclosed letterhéad 
memorandum captioned, “Information Regarding V. Korianov, 
a Deputy to Boris N. Ponomarev, Head of the International 
Department of the Central Committee of the Communist Party, 
of the Soviet Union” and Buairtel dated 12/21/61. * 

ReBuairtel requested recontact be had with CG 5824-S* 
in connection with matters set forth in reCGairtel and enclosed 

letterhead memorandum. 

On 12/28/61 CG 5824-S* was so Ἢ δ ἢ an 

f advised SA RICHARD ΟἹ Pa ee ὮΙ, " M f ¢ a4 [ .Ὁ ἠῶ 

BORIS N. PONOMAREV, as Head of the lInternational 
Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU), has now assigned to him a number of Deputies, 
one of whom is V. KORIANOV. Hach such Deputy is assigned 
or given an area of responsibility or “concentration,” Where 
KORIANOV has now been given the responsibility or concentration 
of work relating to the U.S. and Latin America, other Deputies μ 
of PONOMAREV, for example, might be assigned to France and 
French-speaking countries, etc. These Deputies will apparently 
not do "the leg work" now being carried on by the various 
Section Heads like NIKOLAT VLADIMEROV ICH MOSTOVETS, who is 
in charge of the North and Soutit Amerivan, Section of the " 
international Department. This is borne out by the fact that 1 
KORIANOYV participated only injhose discussions held with ie 
representatives of the North and βού American Section Οἵα, 
the International Department held at~thel[aternational ie art ) wy) 
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CG 134-46, Sub Β 

ment office. He did not attend meetings avay from the Inter- 
national Department headquarters nor did he participate in 
the official greeting which was extended to the CP, USA 
fraternal delegation upon their arrivel in the Soviet Union. 
However, KORIANOV, as a Deputy to PONOMAREV, holds a position of apparently greater prestige and greater rank than the 
individual Section Heads. Nothing was mentioned or indicated 
in any conversation as to what the Specific tarsets or assign« 
ments of KORIANOV would be as a Deputy to PONOMAREV in relation 
to his responsibility in regard to the U.S. and Latin America 
Other than that he would coordinate eencral affairs in this 
retard, 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

ee 4 ᾿ 
ζϑριον i] ΝΑ 

sere Ds oe! (XY .Ν 
-- ὩΣ 

Ἶ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three ¢ppies and 
for New York one copy of an informant's statement captioned, 
"Miscellaneous Information Regarding the Communist Party, USA, 
Fraternal Delegation to the Twenty-Second Congress of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, October, 1961." 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
Statement was furnished by CG 5824~S* on 12/9 and 18/61 to SA 
RICHARD W. HANSEN, 
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WISCELLANEQUS INFORMATION REGARDING THE 
FRA 

TO THE THENTY-SECOMD CONGRESS OF THK COM- 
IK IST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, OCTOBER, 

1 

Muring the period prior to and during the pro- 
ceedings of the Teenty-Second Congress, Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU), Moscow, Russia, all fraternal 
felegates from the Commnint Party, USA (CP, USA) were 
quartored st the Central Committee of the CPSH hotel in 
Zomcaw, Suasrous other fraternal delegations, including 
those from Latin Ameritas, Israel, Turkey, Maiaya, Iadin, 
Lebanon, Syria, and Algsria vere sigo quarterad at this 
Same hotel. Other fratexvvial delegations atayed at ihe 
ictal Sovietsszyka in Moscow. In the cage of those icaicoroul 
dtlegates who needed to be kept under cover, private apart-- 
mente or villas in Moscow were supplied to them. Following 
the conclusion of the proceedings of the Congress and the 
departure of some of the delegations, many individuals were 
'nea waved into the Central Committes hotel from ineat lone 
Mol u the Hotel Sovietsayka and private residences. 

in regard to the individual fraternal delecates 
ἔχοι the CP, USA, the following is 1. Listing of their 
individual room assignments: ? " 

Room 205, e.s000+eBligabeth Gurley Fiynr ὡς 
Root Δα, νου κεν Honry Winston and wife Edna 
Room SOS, κέν να κε i a Ϊ On -, ... 

Roan HOG esaasnens OG 

Room SOT. ese ν νὰν κὰν x ‘ : ic 

In vegard to the matter of transportation both ta 
the Congress and other activities participated in by the 
varioun fraternal delegations, the Central Coumittee, CPST, 
asgigned to the delegations chauffeured automobiles. In the 
cage of the CP, USA fraternal delegation, twa such chauffeured 
automobiles were availiable at all timex. 

Prier te the actual opening of the Twenty-Secoad 
Congress, CPSU, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, sho had been in Moscow 
since the time of William 2, Foster's funeral, and dames Ἐς 
Jackson maiden trip of several dayx* duration to Stalingrad 

ΤΠ 
ae Ε [SO / 

Meaney ..--- 



where they appesred on radio and television. Upon their 
ΠΈΣ te Hosce:, these iadividuals, together with Winston, 
prepared ἃ nunber of articles thich appesred ia the Soviet 
press ac wall. ag suking a numbext of vadio and television 
appenrances. Ther sieo dcclivered = number of lectures at 
factories 2nd institutions of learning. On one occasion, 
they, together with[(_ CdS μοπὲ to the University of 
Hcscow where they participated in αὶ seminar on the situaticn 
regarding the Party existing in the United States today. 
Figan alas locturad individually at the Higher Party Schoo 
of the Cpsu, πα eee me 

In vegard to facilities in tae Central Committes 
kotel where tne fvatavaal deiszgarious aLayed, tie CPSU had 
muippiied 24~hour wedicgal gecriud 840 Tudi-iaaa doctors and 
Ἔνθ on ity Ta addition, a, fulleiiae traval Inprean war 
wet up in tha hotei which woula make any t®avel arrangements 
degtivad on the guict of ile Wiradus Cebogaiuce. 
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SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 

1+ Mr. Gurley 

January 8, 1962 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 
ee ee 

ΠΣ $oLo> 
τς INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Reurairtel 12-27-61 enclosing information which 
reveals that the Soviets had reqtiested source to have the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) ¥ inguiry as to “what had 
happened to" certain named individuals who reportedly were . 
in the United States, 

᾿ _ Chicago is requested to determine from CG 5824.87 
woe τί ie aS τέκον Wit regard to tails request, What action he contemplates taking a 
CPUSA will take in this regard. 

what action, if any, the 

You are also requested to determine from the source the nature of the conversation and/or the circumstances at the time the above request was made by the Soviets. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Sat, 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) ot 
ως χα a [> Pang 

__'+ Soto. gst 
ed 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's state- 
ment captioned, "Information Concerning a One Hundred Dollar 
Dues Payment to the Communist Party, USA, by Americans Residing 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia.” 

This information was furnished by CG 5824-S8* on 
12/8/61, to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING A ONE HUNDRED 
DOLLAR DUES PAYMENT TO THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY, USA, BY AMERICANS RESIDING IN 
PRAGUE, CZEOUOSLOVAKIA 

In early December, 1961, a group of . 
residing Ex ja, including . 6 
and wife and wife; and, Abe-Chapman - BIC 
and wife Adele turned over to a representative of the Com- 
nunist Farty, USA (CP, USA) $100 representing the payment 
of thelr dues to the CP, USA, in order that they may be con- 
tinned to be carried as members in good standing. Tho 
Gayest Was made in the fomm of 2 single 2100 Fedexa 
Reserve Note issued by the Federal Reserve Hank of San 
PAL, Cebbaviitedy weeny woeenh Timewa bv τεσ πχο, khy 
and series of 1934, -- 

in regard to this sum of money, it was Learned 
that a representative of the American residents in Prague 
had gone to the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (CPCZ) 
for authority to withdraw such money from thelr personal 
funds. hen authority in this regard was not immediately 
forthcoming, because of the stringent control now being ex- 
ercised regarding foreign funds, and because the CP, USA, 
representative, then in Prague, was ta remain there only 
for a brief tine, this money was borrowed from an unknown 
BoUrcs, 

} 32 δι..." - τῷ -. 
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